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Amendment 133
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Citation 1

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Having regard to the Treaty establishing 
the European Community, and in particular 
Articles 36, 37 and 299(2) thereof,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing 
the European Community, and in particular 
Articles 2, 3(2), 34(2), 36, 37, 82 and 
299(2) thereof  

Or. pl

Justification

Reforma wspólnej polityki rolnej (WPR) z 2003 r. nie sprzyja osiąganiu podstawowych zadań 
Wspólnoty, w tym zrównoważonego rozwoju działalności gospodarczej, wysokiego poziomu 
zatrudnienia i ochrony socjalnej, spójności gospodarczej i społecznej oraz solidarności 
miedzy Państwami Członkowskimi, a także w niewystarczający sposób realizuje cele WPR, 
utrwala dyskryminację gospodarstw rodzinnych, które stanowią zdecydowaną większość 
wśród unijnych gospodarstw rolnych, sprzyjając tym samym nadużywaniu pozycji 
dominującej przez nieliczne gospodarstwa i przedsiębiorstwa.

Amendment 134
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Citation 2 a

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

Having regard to the Act of Accession of 
the Czech Republic, the Republic of 
Estonia, the Republic of Cyprus, the 
Republic of Latvia, the Republic of 
Lithuania, the Republic of Hungary, the 
Republic of Malta, the Republic of 
Poland, the Republic of Slovenia and the 
Slovak Republic and the Act of Accession 
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of Bulgaria and Romania, which
recognise that there is no further 
justification for a lower level of
agricultural subsidies for the new 
Member States after the end of the 
transitional periods,

Or. pl

Justification

Nowe państwa członkowskie nie mogą być traktowane po siedmioletnich okresach 
przejściowych jak państwa drugiej kategorii. Byłoby to niezgodne z zasadami Unii 
Europejskiej i celami Wspóolnej Polityki Rolnej (WPR). Jednocześnie zagrażałoby to  
spójności społecznej i gospodarczej całej Unii oraz jej zrównoważonemu rozwojowi.

Amendment 135
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 1

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(1) Experience drawn from the 
implementation of Council Regulation 
(EC) No 1782/2003 of 29 September 2003 
establishing common rules for direct 
support schemes under the common 
agricultural policy and establishing certain 
support schemes for farmers and amending 
Regulations (EEC) No 2019/93, (EC) 
No 1452/2001, (EC) No 1453/2001, (EC) 
No 1454/2001, (EC) No 1868/94, (EC) 
No 1251/1999, (EC) No 1254/1999, (EC) 
No 1673/2000, (EEC) No 2358/71 and 
(EC) No 2529/2001 shows that certain 
elements of the support mechanism need to 
be adjusted. In particular the decoupling of 
direct support should be extended and the 
functioning of the Single Payment Scheme 
should be simplified. It should also be 
noted that Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
has been substantially amended since its 
entry into force. In the light of these 

(1) Experience drawn from the 
implementation of Council Regulation 
(EC) No 1782/2003 of 29 September 2003 
establishing common rules for direct 
support schemes under the common 
agricultural policy and establishing certain 
support schemes for farmers and amending 
Regulations (EEC) No 2019/93, (EC) 
No 1452/2001, (EC) No 1453/2001, (EC) 
No 1454/2001, (EC) No 1868/94, (EC) 
No 1251/1999, (EC) No 1254/1999, (EC) 
No 1673/2000, (EEC) No 2358/71 and 
(EC) No 2529/2001 shows that certain 
elements of the support mechanism need to 
be adjusted. In particular the decoupling of 
direct support could be extended and the 
functioning of the Single Payment Scheme 
could be simplified. It should also be noted 
that Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 has 
been substantially amended since its entry 
into force. In the light of these 
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developments and in the interest of clarity 
it should be repealed and replaced by a 
new Regulation.

developments and in the interest of clarity 
it should be repealed and replaced by a 
new Regulation.

Or. es

Amendment 136
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 1a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(1-A) Reality has demonstrated the failure 
of the CAP and the need for an 
agricultural policy whose ruling principle 
is the right to food sovereignty and 
security and whose guiding orientations 
are: support for farmers as producers; 
action to contain the productivist
mentality which leads to the concentration 
of property in the hands of big 
enterprises, the regional concentration of 
production excluding certain producer 
regions, and the accelerated 
disappearance of small and medium-sized 
farms; reversing the decline of the 
countryside and the desertification of 
numerous regions; and combating the 
instability in productive sectors arising 
from oscillations in consumption, in order 
to counter the pressure on the 
agricultural economies of third countries 
where agriculture and farming activity 
are crucial elements of the economy.

Or. pt

Justification

A realidade tem demonstrado o falhanço da PAC e a necessidade de uma outra política 
agrícola que tenha como princípio o direito à soberania e segurança alimentares de todos os 
países.
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Amendment 137
Willem Schuth

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 1 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(1a) The dismantling of bureaucracy in 
the agricultural sector should be pursued 
by means of transparent, simpler and less 
cumbersome legislation. Only by lower 
costs and less administrative effort can 
the Common Agricultural Policy help 
enterprising farmers to become 
competitive on globalised markets.

Or. de

Amendment 138
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 1b (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(1-B) The successive reforms of the CAP 
associated with the progressive opening of 
the markets, the weakening of the market 
regulation mechanisms for agricultural 
products and the integration of 
agriculture into the WTO, compounded by 
the application of the Single Payment 
Scheme (SPS) decoupled from 
agricultural production, have led to the 
abandonment of agriculture by numerous 
small and medium-sized farmers and to 
rural depopulation, thus increasing 
instability on the agricultural markets and 
exacerbating the differences between 
productions, farmers and Member States.

Or. pt
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Justification

A realidade tem demonstrado o falhanço da PAC e a necessidade de uma outra política 
agrícola que tenha como princípio o direito à soberania e segurança alimentares de todos os 
países.

Amendment 139
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 1c (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(1-C) The recent crisis arising from 
higher food prices has pointed up the 
need to view agriculture as a fundamental 
strategic sector for ensuring individual 
countries' food security and sovereignty 
and the importance of ceasing to treat 
agriculture as a bargaining counter in the 
WTO to be exchanged for services and 
technology.

Or. pt

Justification

A realidade tem demonstrado o falhanço da PAC e a necessidade de uma outra política 
agrícola que tenha como princípio o direito à soberania e segurança alimentares de todos os 
países.

Amendment 140
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 1d (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(1-D) The state of the countryside reveals 
the need to maintain the productive role 
of the land and of agriculture and to 
permit freedom to choose the options best 
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adapted to the agricultural and 
environmental conditions of farming, 
including all agricultural and 
stockbreeding activities and not just those 
for which the CAP has historically offered 
support entitlements.  

Or. pt

Justification

A realidade tem demonstrado o falhanço da PAC e a necessidade de uma outra política 
agrícola que tenha como princípio o direito à soberania e segurança alimentares de todos os 
países.

Amendment 141
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 1e (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(1-E) The present circumstances of 
farmers, especially in the case of small 
and medium-sized farmers and family 
farming, call for the continuation of aids 
to production, which should, however, be 
accompanied by an obligation to cultivate 
and maintain under production the areas 
for which the aid is received, the aim 
being to put an end to the present 
injustice of some producers and small 
farmers receiving little or nothing.

Or. pt

Justification

A realidade tem demonstrado o falhanço da PAC e a necessidade de uma outra política 
agrícola que tenha como princípio o direito à soberania e segurança alimentares de todos os 
países.
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Amendment 142
Ioannis Gklavakis

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(2) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
established the principle that farmers who 
do not comply with certain requirements in 
the areas of public, animal and plant health, 
environment and animal welfare shall be 
subject to reductions of or the exclusion 
from direct support. This «cross-
compliance» system forms an integral part 
of Community support under direct 
payments and should therefore be 
maintained. However, experience has 
shown that a number of the requirements 
under the scope of cross compliance are 
not sufficiently relevant to the farming 
activity or the farm land or concern 
national authorities rather than farmers. It 
is therefore appropriate to adjust the scope 
of cross compliance.

(2) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
established the principle that farmers who 
do not comply with certain requirements in 
the areas of public, animal and plant health, 
environment and animal welfare shall be 
subject to reductions of or the exclusion 
from direct support. This «cross-
compliance» system forms an integral part 
of Community support under direct 
payments and should therefore be 
maintained. However, experience has 
shown that a number of the requirements 
under the scope of cross compliance are 
not sufficiently relevant to the farming 
activity or the farm land or concern 
national authorities rather than farmers. It 
is therefore appropriate to adjust the scope 
and requirements of cross compliance, 
while, nevertheless, taking account of the 
particular features and the structure of 
farms in the Member States.

Or. el

Justification

H προσθήκη ορισμένων νέων κανόνων πολλαπλής συμμόρφωσης ενδέχεται σε ορισμένες 
περιπτώσεις να αυξήσουν το διοικητικό κόστος αλλά και το κόστος παραγωγής, ιδίως για τις 
μικρές εκμεταλλεύσεις χωρίς να αποφέρουν τα αναμενόμενα περιβαλλοντικά οφέλη.
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Amendment 143
Elisabeth Jeggle, Markus Pieper

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 2

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(2) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
established the principle that farmers who 
do not comply with certain requirements in 
the areas of public, animal and plant health, 
environment and animal welfare shall be 
subject to reductions of or the exclusion 
from direct support. This «cross-
compliance» system forms an integral part 
of Community support under direct 
payments and should therefore be 
maintained. However, experience has 
shown that a number of the requirements 
under the scope of cross compliance are 
not sufficiently relevant to the farming 
activity or the farm land or concern 
national authorities rather than farmers. It 
is therefore appropriate to adjust the scope 
of cross compliance.

(2) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
established the principle that farmers who 
do not comply with certain requirements in 
the areas of public, animal and plant health, 
environment and animal welfare shall be 
subject to reductions of or the exclusion 
from direct support. This «cross-
compliance» system forms an integral part 
of Community support under direct 
payments and should therefore be 
maintained. However, experience has 
shown that a number of the requirements 
under the scope of cross compliance are 
not sufficiently relevant to the farming 
activity or the farm land or concern 
national authorities rather than farmers. It 
is therefore appropriate to adjust the scope 
of cross compliance. Should the articles of 
the ‘hygiene package’ in Annex II 
relevant to cross-compliance1 be 
incorporated, this should not lead to 
additional controls.
1 Regulation (EC) No 852/2004 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on 
the hygiene of foodstuffs (OJ L 139, 30.4.2004, p. 
1), Regulation (EC) No 853/2004 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 
laying down specific hygiene rules for food of 
animal origin (OJ L 139, 30.4.2004, p. 55), and 
Regulation (EC) No 183/2005 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council of 12 January 2005 
laying down requirements for feed hygiene (OJ L 
35, 8.2.2005, p. 1).

Or. de

Justification

Die konkreten Anforderungen aus den Anhängen der Verordnungen des sog. 
"Hygienepaketes" sollten in die Ratsverordnung aufgenommen werden, um Mißinterpretation 
bei der Auslegung und Anwendung dieser Vorschriften zu vermeiden.
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Amendment 144
Jan Mulder, Niels Busk, Willem Schuth

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 2 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(2a) Continuous efforts should be made 
towards achieving simplification, 
improvement and harmonisation of the 
cross-compliance system. The 
Commission should therefore present a 
report on the application of the cross-
compliance system every two years.

Or. en

Justification

Reinstatement of amendment adopted by the European Parliament as part of report T6 -
0598/2007 on 11 December 2007 titled " CAP: common rules for direct support schemes and 
certain support schemes for farmers and support for rural development".

Amendment 145
Jan Mulder, Niels Busk, Willem Schuth

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 2 b (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(2b) Reduced administrative burdens, 
harmonised checks, amalgamation of 
checks, including within the European 
institutions, and timely payments would 
increase the overall support among 
farmers for the cross-compliance system 
and thus increase the effectiveness of the 
policy.

Or. en
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Justification

Reinstatement of amendment adopted by the European Parliament as part of report T6 -
0598/2007 on 11 December 2007 titled " CAP: common rules for direct support schemes and 
certain support schemes for farmers and support for rural development".

Amendment 146
Jan Mulder, Niels Busk, Willem Schuth

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 2 c (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(2c) In order to limit the burden on 
farmers, Member States and the 
European institutions should be 
encouraged to keep both the number of 
on-the-spot checks and the number of 
supervisory agencies to a minimum, 
without prejudice to the provisions of 
Commission Regulation (EC) No 
796/2004 of 21 April 2004 laying down 
detailed rules for the implementation of 
cross-compliance, modulation and the 
integrated administration and control 
system provided for in Council Regulation 
(EC) No 1782/20031. Member States 
should therefore be allowed to perform 
minimum controls at the level of the 
paying agency. Further, Member States 
and the European institutions should be 
encouraged to take additional measures to 
limit the number of persons carrying out 
the controls, to ensure that they are 
properly trained and to limit the period 
during which an on-the-spot check may 
be carried out on a particular farm to a 
maximum of one day. The Commission 
should assist Member States in meeting 
the requirements for integrated sample 
selections. Sample selection for on-the-
spot checks should be carried out 
independently from specific minimum 
control percentages as provided for under 
the specific legislation falling within the 
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scope of cross-compliance.
________
1 OJ L 141, 30.4.2004, p. 18. 

Or. en

Justification

Reinstatement of amendment adopted by the European Parliament as part of report T6 -
0598/2007 on 11 December 2007 titled " CAP: common rules for direct support schemes and 
certain support schemes for farmers and support for rural development".

Amendment 147
Jan Mulder, Niels Busk, Willem Schuth

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 2 d (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(2d) Member States should ensure that 
farmers are not penalised twice (i.e. 
through the reduction or withholding of 
payments, as well as a fine following non-
compliance with the relevant national 
legislation) for the same case of non-
compliance.

Or. en

Justification

Reinstatement of amendment adopted by the European Parliament as part of report T6 -
0598/2007 on 11 December 2007 titled " CAP: common rules for direct support schemes and 
certain support schemes for farmers and support for rural development".
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Amendment 148
Elisabeth Jeggle, Markus Pieper

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 3

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(3) Furthermore, in order to avoid the 
abandonment of agricultural land and 
ensure that it is maintained in good 
agricultural and environmental condition, 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 established 
a Community framework within which 
Member States adopt standards taking 
account of the specific characteristics of the 
areas concerned, including soil and climatic 
conditions and existing farming systems 
(land use, crop rotation, farming practices) 
and farm structures. The abolition of 
compulsory set aside within the single 
payment scheme may in certain cases 
have adverse effects for the environment, 
in particular as regards certain landscape 
features. It is therefore appropriate to 
reinforce the existing Community 
provisions aiming at protecting, where 
appropriate, specified landscape features.

(3) Furthermore, in order to avoid the 
abandonment of agricultural land and 
ensure that it is maintained in good 
agricultural and environmental condition, 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 established 
a Community framework within which 
Member States adopt standards taking 
account of the specific characteristics of the 
areas concerned, including soil and climatic 
conditions and existing farming systems 
(land use, crop rotation, farming practices) 
and farm structures.

Or. de

Justification

Die Abschaffung der obligatorischen Flächenstilllegung erfordert keine Einführung neuer 
und weiterer Bewirtschaftungsauflagen im Rahmen von Cross Compliance. 
Landwirtschaftliche Flächen können jederzeit freiwillig aus der Produktion genommen 
werden. Die derzeitigen Bestimmungen zum Erhalt der landwirtschaftlichen Flächen in einem 
guten und ökologischen Zustand sowie das bestehende Fachrecht sind voll ausreichend und 
gelten für alle landwirtschaftlichen Flächen.
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Amendment 149
Véronique Mathieu, Joseph Daul, Michl Ebner

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 3

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(3) Furthermore, in order to avoid the 
abandonment of agricultural land and 
ensure that it is maintained in good 
agricultural and environmental condition, 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 established 
a Community framework within which 
Member States adopt standards taking 
account of the specific characteristics of the 
areas concerned, including soil and climatic 
conditions and existing farming systems 
(land use, crop rotation, farming practices) 
and farm structures. The abolition of 
compulsory set aside within the single 
payment scheme may in certain cases have 
adverse effects for the environment, in 
particular as regards certain landscape 
features. It is therefore appropriate to 
reinforce the existing Community 
provisions aiming at protecting, where 
appropriate, specified landscape features.

(3) Furthermore, in order to avoid the 
abandonment of agricultural land and 
ensure that it is maintained in good 
agricultural and environmental condition, 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 established 
a Community framework within which 
Member States adopt standards taking 
account of the specific characteristics of the 
areas concerned, including soil and climatic 
conditions and existing farming systems 
(land use, crop rotation, farming practices) 
and farm structures. The abolition of 
compulsory set aside within the single 
payment scheme may in certain cases have 
adverse effects for the environment, in 
particular as regards ordinary biodiversity
and certain landscape features. It is 
therefore appropriate to reinforce the 
existing Community provisions aiming at 
protecting, where appropriate, biodiversity 
and specified landscape features.

Or. fr

Amendment 150
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 3 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(3a) The system applied hitherto for 
funding the CAP provides insufficient 
support for family farms, leading to the 
abandonment of agricultural land -
especially in regions ill-suited to 
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agriculture – and depopulation of the 
countryside, with the adverse social, 
economic and environmental effects this 
process entails.  The criteria for funding 
farms therefore need to be radically 
overhauled.

Or. pl

Justification

Reforma wspólnej polityki rolnej (WPR) z 2003 r. oraz obecne propozycje Komisji utrwalają 
dyskryminację gospodarstw rodzinnych i nie sprzyjają wykorzystaniu potencjału unijnego 
rolnictwa ze szkodą dla bezpieczeństwa żywnościowego Unii Europejskiej i poszczególnych 
państw członkowskich oraz stanowią zagrożenie dla produkcji zdrowej żywności i stanu 
środowiska naturalnego.

Amendment 151
Elisabeth Jeggle, Markus Pieper

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 4

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(4) Protection and management of water 
in the context of the agricultural activity 
has increasingly become a problem in 
certain areas. It is therefore appropriate 
to also reinforce the existing Community 
framework for good agricultural and 
environmental condition with the aim to 
protect water against pollution and run-
off and to manage the use of water.

deleted

Or. de
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Amendment 152
Véronique Mathieu, Joseph Daul, Michl Ebner, Agnes Schierhuber

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 4

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(4) Protection and management of water in 
the context of the agricultural activity has 
increasingly become a problem in certain 
areas. It is therefore appropriate to also 
reinforce the existing Community 
framework for good agricultural and 
environmental condition with the aim to 
protect water against pollution and run-off 
and to manage the use of water.

(4) Protection and management of water in 
the context of the agricultural activity has 
increasingly become a problem in certain 
areas. It is therefore appropriate to also 
reinforce the existing Community 
framework for good agricultural and 
environmental condition with the aim to 
protect water against pollution and run-off 
and to manage the use of water. 
Biodiversity is partially a result of 
agricultural practices. It should be viewed 
as an environmental concern of the CAP. 
The European Community’s commitment 
to stemming the loss of biodiversity by 
2010 makes it necessary to implement the 
means of achieving that goal. It is 
therefore appropriate also to strengthen 
the existing Community framework as 
concerns good agricultural and 
environmental condition, in order to 
preserve biodiversity throughout 
Community territory.

Or. fr

Amendment 153
Willem Schuth

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 5 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(5a) Since the existing milk quota system 
is due to expire on 31 March 2015 and is 
not intended to be replaced by other state 
schemes, the conditions should be created 
to enable the milk price in the European 
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Union to be determined by supply and 
demand on the market by the end of the 
2014-2015 milk year.

Or. de

Amendment 154
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 6

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including the 
exemption of payments up to EUR 5 000
from its application.

(6) (6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including the 
exemption of payments up to EUR 10 000
from its application and the exclusion 
from the system of the new Member 
States.

Or. pl

Justification

System subwencji rolnych powinien wspierać przede wszystkim małe i średnie gospodarstwa 
rodzinne. Dlatego należy podnieść pułap w systemie obowiązkowej modulacji. Dotyczy to 
także nowych państw członkowskich włączanych do UE od 2004 r. Winny być one wyłączone z 
systemu obowiązkowej modulacji do końca okresu dochodzenia do pełnych płatności. 
Zapewni to w większym niz dotychczas stopniu sprawiedliwsze warunki konkurecji na 
jednolitym rynku i przyśpieszy niwelowanie olbrzymiego dystansu jaki dzieli nowe członków 
UE od starych państw członkowskich.
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Amendment 155
Constantin Dumitriu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 6

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including 
the exemption of payments up to 
EUR 5 000 from its application.

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. 
Progressive modulation should be applied 
only on a voluntary basis. 

Or. ro

Justification

Nu suntem de acord cu penalizarea fermelor mari, care respectă cerintele de eco-
conditionalitate şi vor fi obligate sa se divida in ferme mai mici, eligibile, ceea ce le va afecta 
competitivitatea. In conditiile in care negocierile OMC vor conduce la reducerea protectiei
tarifare, exista un risc foarte mare ca producatorii europeni constransi de tot felul de 
restrictii sa piarda piata comunitara in favoarea importurilor din tari terte.
Înţelegem importanţa dezvoltării rurale, dar de asemenea considerăm importantă şi 
dezvoltarea coerentă a agriculturilor emergente. Trebuie să amintim că în UE-15 modularea 
obligatorie a intervenit într-un moment relaxat pentru fermieri după ce au primit, conform 
unei perioade istorice, plăţi directe la nivelul maxim.

Amendment 156
Jan Mulder, Niels Busk, Willem Schuth

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 6

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
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to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including the 
exemption of payments up to EUR 5000 
from its application.

to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory reduction of direct payments 
(“modulation”) was introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained at the current 
rate of 5 %, including the exemption of 
payments up to EUR 5000 from its 
application.

Or. en

Amendment 157
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 6

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including the 
exemption of payments up to EUR 5 000
from its application.

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including the 
exemption of payments up to EUR 10 000
from its application.

Or. pt

Justification

É necessário estabelecer mais equidade social na distribuição das ajudas aos agricultores, 
pelo que se propõe a isenção da aplicação da modulação para pagamentos até 10 000 EUR.
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Amendment 158
Albert Deß

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 6

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including the 
exemption of payments up to EUR 5 000
from its application.

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including the 
exemption of payments up to EUR 10 000
from its application.

Or. de

Justification

Die Reduzierung der Direktbeihilfen durch die Modulation sollte erst ab einem 
Betriebesprämienbetrag oberhalb von 10.000 Euro greifen, um kleinere bäuerliche 
Familienbetriebe nicht noch zusätzlich zu belasten.

Amendment 159
Esther Herranz García, Carmen Fraga Estévez, Pilar Ayuso

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 6

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including the 
exemption of payments up to EUR 5 000 
from its application.

(6) In order to achieve a better balance 
between policy tools designed to promote 
sustainable agriculture and those designed 
to promote rural development, a system of 
compulsory progressive reduction of direct 
payments (“modulation”) was introduced 
by Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003. This 
system should be maintained including the 
exemption of payments up to EUR 5 000 
from its application, other than where the 
profitability of farms in the Community 
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could be at risk.

Or. es

Justification

Un recorte sistemático de las ayudas directas que reciben los agricultores podría disminuir 
notablemente su rentabilidad y poner en riesgo la supervivencia de muchas explotaciones. La 
Unión Europea debe de velar en el futuro por su autosuficiencia alimentaria.

Amendment 160
Véronique Mathieu, Joseph Daul, Michl Ebner, Agnes Schierhuber

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 7

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(7) The savings made through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 
that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio-
energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community’s biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 

(7) The savings made through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 
that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio-
energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community’s biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 
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agriculture, rural development programs 
adopted under Council Regulation (EC) 
No 1698/2006 of 20 September 2005 on 
support for rural development by the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD) are an 
appropriate tool to deal with them. To 
enable Member States to revise their rural 
development programmes accordingly 
without being required to reduce their 
current rural development activities in 
other areas, additional funding needs to be 
made available. However, the financial 
perspectives for the period 2007 to 2013 do 
not provide for the financial means to 
reinforce the Community’s rural 
development policy as necessary. Under 
these circumstances it is appropriate to 
mobilise a large part of the financial 
resources needed by providing for a 
gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation.

agriculture, a minimum threshold of 
actions should be introduced throughout 
Community territory using the first pillar 
of the CAP, which the rural development 
programs adopted under Council 
Regulation (EC) No 1698/2006 of 
20 September 2005 on support for rural 
development by the European Agricultural 
Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) 
will complement in the pursuit of 
better-targeted actions and efforts. To 
enable Member States to revise their rural 
development programmes accordingly 
without being required to reduce their 
current rural development activities in 
other areas, additional funding needs to be 
made available. However, the financial 
perspectives for the period 2007 to 2013 do 
not provide for the financial means to 
reinforce the Community’s rural 
development policy as necessary. Under 
these circumstances it is appropriate to 
mobilise a large part of the financial 
resources needed by providing for a 
gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation

Or. fr

Amendment 161
Elisabeth Jeggle, Markus Pieper

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 7

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(7) The savings made through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 
that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio-

(7) The savings made through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 
that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio-
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energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community's biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 
agriculture, rural development programs 
adopted under Council Regulation (EC) 
No 1698/2006 of 20 September 2005 on 
support for rural development by the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD) are an appropriate 
tool to deal with them. To enable Member 
States to revise their rural development 
programmes accordingly without being 
required to reduce their current rural 
development activities in other areas, 
additional funding needs to be made 
available. However, the financial 
perspectives for the period 2007 to 2013 do 
not provide for the financial means to 
reinforce the Community's rural 
development policy as necessary. Under 
these circumstances it is appropriate to 
mobilise a large part of the financial 
resources needed by providing for a 
gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation.

energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community's biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 
agriculture, rural development programs 
adopted under Council Regulation (EC) 
No 1698/2006 of 20 September 2005 on 
support for rural development by the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD) are an appropriate 
tool to deal with them. To enable Member 
States which have hitherto paid little 
attention to these challenges in 
connection with the EAFRD to revise 
their rural development programmes 
accordingly without being required to 
reduce their current rural development 
activities in other areas, additional funding 
needs to be made available. However, the 
financial perspectives for the period 2007 
to 2013 do not provide for the financial 
means to reinforce the Community's rural 
development policy as necessary. Under 
these circumstances it is appropriate to 
mobilise a large part of the financial 
resources needed by providing for a 
gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation.

Or. de
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Justification

Mitgliedstaaten und Regionen, die bisher schon umfangreiche Maßnahmen mit dem Ziel der 
Begegnung der Neuen Herausforderungen in ihren Entwicklungsprogrammen für den 
Ländlichen Raum implementiert haben, dürfen jetzt nicht benachteiligt werden. Die 
bestehenden Maßnahmen mit dem dafür verausgabten Mittelvolumen müssen voll anerkannt 
werden.

Amendment 162
Neil Parish

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 7

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(7) The savings made through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 
that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio 
energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community's biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 
agriculture, rural development programs 
adopted under Council Regulation (EC) 
No 1698/2006 of 20 September 2005 on 

(7) The savings made through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 
that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio 
energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community's biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 
agriculture, rural development programs 
adopted under Council Regulation (EC) 
No 1698/2006 of 20 September 2005 on 
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support for rural development by the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD) are an appropriate 
tool to deal with them. To enable Member 
States to revise their rural development 
programmes accordingly without being 
required to reduce their current rural 
development activities in other areas, 
additional funding needs to be made 
available. However, the financial 
perspectives for the period 2007 to 2013 do 
not provide for the financial means to 
reinforce the Community's rural 
development policy as necessary. Under 
these circumstances it is appropriate to 
mobilise a large part of the financial 
resources needed by providing for a 
gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation.

support for rural development by the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD) are an appropriate 
tool to deal with them. Some Member 
States already have rural development 
programmes in place that address the new 
challenges. However, to enable all
Member States to operate rural 
development programmes without being 
required to reduce their current rural 
development activities in other areas, 
additional funding needs to be made 
available. However, the financial 
perspectives for the period 2007 to 2013 do 
not provide for the financial means to 
reinforce the Community's rural 
development policy as necessary. Under 
these circumstances it is appropriate to 
mobilise a large part of the financial 
resources needed by providing for a 
gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation.

Or. en

Justification

It would not be appropriate to compel Member States to revisit their rural development 
programmes in the event that they already address the new challenges. It would also create 
administrative burdens and potentially impact adversely on farmers who are already 
participating in existing rural development programmes.

Amendment 163
Constantin Dumitriu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 7

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(7) The savings made through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 

(7) The savings made through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 
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that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio-
energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community's biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 
agriculture, rural development programs 
adopted under Council Regulation (EC) 
No 1698/2006 of 20 September 2005 on 
support for rural development by the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD) are an appropriate 
tool to deal with them. To enable Member 
States to revise their rural development 
programmes accordingly without being 
required to reduce their current rural 
development activities in other areas, 
additional funding needs to be made 
available. However, the financial 
perspectives for the period 2007 to 2013 do 
not provide for the financial means to 
reinforce the Community's rural 
development policy as necessary. Under 
these circumstances it is appropriate to 
mobilise a large part of the financial 
resources needed by providing for a 
gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation.

that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio-
energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community's biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 
agriculture, rural development programs 
adopted under Council Regulation (EC) 
No 1698/2006 of 20 September 2005 on 
support for rural development by the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD) are an appropriate 
tool to deal with them. To enable Member 
States to revise their rural development 
programmes accordingly without being 
required to reduce their current rural 
development activities in other areas, 
additional funding needs to be made 
available . However, the financial 
perspectives for the period 2007 to 2013 
unfortunately do not provide for the 
financial means to reinforce the 
Community's rural development policy as 
necessary. Under these circumstances it 
could be desirable to mobilise part of the 
financial resources needed by providing for  
a gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation.

Or. ro
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Justification

Înţelegem importanţa dezvoltării rurale, dar de asemenea considerăm importantă şi 
dezvoltarea coerentă a agriculturilor emergente. Trebuie să amintim că în UE-15 modularea 
obligatorie a intervenit într-un moment relaxat pentru fermieri după ce au primit, conform 
unei perioade istorice, plăţi directe la nivelul maxim.

Amendment 164
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 7

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(7) The savings made through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 
that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio-
energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community's biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts1. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 
agriculture, rural development programs 
adopted under Council Regulation (EC) 
No 1698/2006 of 20 September 2005 on 

(7) The funds obtained through the 
modulation mechanism introduced by 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 are used to 
finance measures under the rural 
development policy. Since the adoption of 
that regulation the agricultural sector has 
been faced with a number of new and 
demanding challenges such as climate 
change, the increasing importance of bio-
energy, as well as the need for a better 
water management and a more effective 
protection of biodiversity. The European 
Community, as party to the Kyoto 
Protocol, has been called to adapt its 
policies in the light of the climate change 
considerations. Furthermore, following 
serious problems related to water scarcity 
and droughts, water management issues 
should be further addressed. Protecting 
biodiversity remains a major challenge and 
while important progress has been made, 
the achievement of the European 
Community's biodiversity target for 2010 
will require additional efforts2. The 
Community acknowledges the need to 
tackle these new challenges in the 
framework of its policies. In the area of 
agriculture, rural development programs 
adopted under Council Regulation (EC) 
No 1698/2006 of 20 September 2005 on 

1 Council Conclusion, Brussels, 18.12.2006, 16164/06.
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support for rural development by the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD)1 are an appropriate 
tool to deal with them. To enable Member 
States to revise their rural development 
programmes accordingly without being 
required to reduce their current rural 
development activities in other areas, 
additional funding needs to be made 
available. However, the financial 
perspectives for the period 2007 to 2013 do 
not provide for the financial means to 
reinforce the Community's rural 
development policy as necessary. Under 
these circumstances it is appropriate to 
mobilise a large part of the financial 
resources needed by providing for a 
gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation.

support for rural development by the 
European Agricultural Fund for Rural 
Development (EAFRD)3 are an appropriate 
tool to deal with them. To enable Member 
States to revise their rural development 
programmes accordingly without being 
required to reduce their current rural 
development activities in other areas, 
additional funding needs to be made 
available. However, the financial 
perspectives for the period 2007 to 2013 do 
not provide for the financial means to 
reinforce the Community's rural 
development policy as necessary. Under 
these circumstances it is appropriate to 
mobilise a large part of the financial 
resources needed by providing for a 
gradual increase of the reduction of direct 
payments through modulation.

Or. es

Amendment 165
Neil Parish

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 8

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised 
by the allocation of a large share of 
payments to a rather limited number of 
large beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 
easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 
with lower levels of unitary support. It 

deleted

                                                                                                                                                  
1 OJ L 277, 21.10.2005, p. 1. Regulation as last amended by Regulation (EC) No 2012/2006 (OJ L 384, 
29.12.2006, p. 8).
2 Council Conclusion, Brussels, 18.12.2006, 16164/06.
3 OJ L 277, 21.10.2005, p. 1. Regulation as last amended by Regulation (EC) No 2012/2006 (OJ L 384, 
29.12.2006, p. 8).
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therefore seems equitable to expect 
farmers with high amounts of support to 
make a particular contribution to the 
financing of rural development measures 
addressing new challenges. Therefore, it 
appears appropriate to establish a 
mechanism providing for an increased 
reduction of the highest payments the 
proceeds of which should also be used to 
deal with new challenges in the 
framework of rural development. To 
ensure the proportionality of this 
mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according 
to the amounts of the payments 
concerned.

Or. en

Justification

Proposals that target larger farmers through higher rates of modulation are not ‘equitable’ 
since they take no account of the fact that they may also manage significantly larger land 
areas. Moreover the proposed measures might prevent the restructuring of the sector through 
the achievement of economies of scale thus potentially damaging the competitiveness of the 
sector.

Amendment 166
Lutz Goepel

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 8

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 
to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 
easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 
to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. Depending on their business 
structure, larger beneficiaries may not 
require the same level of unitary support 
for the objective of income support to be 
efficiently attained. Moreover, the potential 
to adapt makes it easier to larger 
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with lower levels of unitary support. It 
therefore seems equitable to expect farmers 
with high amounts of support to make a 
particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing 
new challenges. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for an increased reduction of the 
highest payments the proceeds of which 
should also be used to deal with new 
challenges in the framework of rural 
development. To ensure the proportionality 
of this mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned.

beneficiaries to operate with lower levels 
of unitary support. It therefore seems 
equitable to expect farmers with high 
amounts of support – taking into account 
the total wage bill of each farm – to make 
a particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing
new challenges such as the promotion of 
quality production and producers’ 
collectives. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for an increased reduction of the 
highest payments the proceeds of which 
should also be used to deal with new 
challenges in the framework of rural 
development. To ensure the proportionality 
of this mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned.

Or. de

Justification

Es sollte sichergestellt werden, dass es zu keinem Arbeitskräfteabbau und zur Zerschlagung 
gewachsener, wettbewerbsfähiger Strukturen führt.

Amendment 167
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 8

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 
to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 
to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 
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easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 
with lower levels of unitary support. It 
therefore seems equitable to expect farmers 
with high amounts of support to make a 
particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing 
new challenges. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for an increased reduction of the 
highest payments the proceeds of which 
should also be used to deal with new 
challenges in the framework of rural 
development. To ensure the proportionality 
of this mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned.

easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 
with lower levels of unitary support. It 
therefore seems equitable to expect farmers 
with high amounts of support to make a 
particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing 
new challenges. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for an increased reduction of the 
highest payments the proceeds of which 
should also be used to support farmers' 
incomes in regions and states currently 
suffering financial discrimination and 
subsequently to support measures 
connected relating to new challenges in 
the framework of rural development. To 
ensure the proportionality of this 
mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned. A 
ceiling should also be set for aid to 
individual farms, taking into account the 
number of workers they employ.

Or. pl

Justification

Pozostawienie uzyskanych wpływów z redukcji płatności otrzymywanych przez największych 
beneficjentów pomocy bezpośredniej w państwach czy regionach w których te wplywy 
uzyskano nie zmieni obecnych dysproporcji w finansowaniu rolników. A te olbrzymie różnice 
w opinii ekspertów od finansowania rolnictwa nie mają żadnego uzasadnienia 
merytorycznego. Są to jedynie decyzje o charakterze politycznym.

Amendment 168
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 8

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 
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to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 
easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 
with lower levels of unitary support. It 
therefore seems equitable to expect farmers 
with high amounts of support to make a 
particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing 
new challenges. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for an increased reduction of the 
highest payments the proceeds of which 
should also be used to deal with new 
challenges in the framework of rural 
development. To ensure the proportionality 
of this mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned.

to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 
easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 
with lower levels of unitary support. It 
therefore seems equitable to expect farmers 
with high amounts of support to make a 
particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing 
new challenges. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for an increased reduction of the 
highest payments the proceeds of which 
should also be used to deal with new 
challenges in the framework of rural 
development. To ensure the proportionality 
of this mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned.
Also from the viewpoint of fairness, a 
maximum threshold should be established 
for the amount received in aids per 
holding, in the region of EUR 200 000 per 
farmer, other than for cooperatives. This 
upper threshold should, however, be 
modifiable where there is creation of jobs 
with rights. 

Or. pt

Justification

Numa perspectiva de equidade, é oportuno estabelecer um valor máximo para o montante das 
ajudas recebidas por exploração, o qual se deve situar nos 200 mil euros por agricultor.
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Amendment 169
Constantin Dumitriu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 8

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 
to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 
easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 
with lower levels of unitary support. It 
therefore seems equitable to expect farmers 
with high amounts of support to make a 
particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing 
new challenges. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for an increased reduction of the 
highest payments the proceeds of which 
should also be used to deal with new 
challenges in the framework of rural 
development. To ensure the proportionality 
of this mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned.

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 
to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 
easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 
with lower levels of unitary support. It 
therefore seems equitable to expect farmers 
with high amounts of support to make a 
particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing 
new challenges. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for a reduction of the highest 
payments the proceeds of which should 
also be used to deal with new challenges in 
the framework of rural development. To 
ensure the proportionality of this 
mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned. 
This mechanism should take account of 
the impact of a reduction in payments on 
these farmers' competitiveness. Member 
States should have the option of applying 
this mechanism on a voluntary basis.

Or. ro

Justification

Principiul coerenţei şi distribuirii echitabile este fundamental pentru o dezvoltare sustenabilă 
a agriculturii UE. De aceea plafonarea maximă a plăţilor directe trebuie să aibă în vedere şi 
condiţiile diferite de dezvoltare a fermierilor şi posibilitatea acestora de a-şi menţine 
competitivitatea în lipsa acestor fonduri. Ar fi necesara aplicarea unor plati directe egale 
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peste tot in statele membre.

Amendment 170
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 8

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 
to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 
easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 
with lower levels of unitary support. It 
therefore seems equitable to expect farmers 
with high amounts of support to make a 
particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing 
new challenges. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for an increased reduction of the 
highest payments the proceeds of which 
should also be used to deal with new 
challenges in the framework of rural 
development. To ensure the proportionality 
of this mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned.

(8) The distribution of direct income 
support among farmers is characterised by 
the allocation of a large share of payments 
to a rather limited number of large 
beneficiaries. It is clear that larger 
beneficiaries do not require the same level 
of unitary support for the objective of 
income support to be efficiently attained. 
Moreover, the potential to adapt makes it 
easier to larger beneficiaries to operate 
with lower levels of unitary support. It 
therefore seems equitable to expect farmers 
with high amounts of support to make a 
particular contribution to the financing of 
rural development measures addressing 
new challenges. Therefore, it appears 
appropriate to establish a mechanism 
providing for an increased reduction of the 
highest payments the proceeds of which 
should also be used to deal with new 
challenges in the framework of rural 
development or in the framework of the 
first pillar to cope with specific situations. 
To ensure the proportionality of this 
mechanism the additional reductions 
should increase progressively according to 
the amounts of the payments concerned. 

Or. es
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Amendment 171
Elisabeth Jeggle

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 8 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(8a) The Member States should also be 
given a special support option in order to 
adequately meet new challenges which 
may arise from the effects of the CAP 
health check.

Or. de

Amendment 172
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Considérant 9

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(9) The particular geographical
situation of the outermost regions as well 
as its insularity, small area and 
mountainous terrain and climate impose 
additional burdens to their agricultural 
sectors. In order to mitigate such burdens 
and constrains it seems appropriate to 
derogate from the obligation to apply the 
modulation reduction to farmers in the 
outermost regions.

(9) The particular geographical 
situation of the outermost regions as well 
as its insularity, small area and 
mountainous terrain and climate impose 
additional burdens to their agricultural 
sectors. In order to mitigate such burdens 
and constrains it seems appropriate to 
require farmers from these regions to 
apply the modulation reduction if the level 
of subsidy is higher than EUR 50 000, 
and thus considerably higher than in 
other regions.

Or. pl

Justification

Całkowite zniesienie obowiązku stosowania modulacji w tych regionach mogłoby w 
nieuzasadniony sposób doprowadzić do dominacji nielicznych, ale dużych gospodarstw 
rolnych ze szkodą dla zrównoważonego rozwoju tych regionów.
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Amendment 173
Duarte Freitas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 9a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(9-A) With the increase in the compulsory 
modulation rates there is no longer any
reason for the existence of voluntary 
modulation. Accordingly, Council 
Regulation (EC) No 378/2007 of 27 
March 2007 laying down rules for 
voluntary modulation of direct payments 
should be repealed.
__________________
1 OJ L 95, 5.4.2007, p. 1.

Or. pt

Amendment 174
Duarte Freitas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 10

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(10) The increased rates of compulsory 
modulation need to be taken into account 
by those Member States that opted for 
applying a system of voluntary 
modulation. Council Regulation (EC) 
No 378/2007 of 27 March 2007 laying 
down rules for voluntary modulation of 
direct payments provided for in 
Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
establishing common rules for direct 
support schemes under the common 
agricultural policy and establishing 
certain support schemes for farmers1

Deleted

1 O.J L 95, 5.4.2007, p. 1.
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should be amended accordingly.

Or. pt

Amendment 175
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 11

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(11) The amounts resulting from the 
application of 5 percentage points 
corresponding to modulation reductions 
fixed in Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
should be allocated between Member 
States according to objective criteria. 
However, it is appropriate to establish that 
a certain percentage of the amounts 
should remain in the Member States 
where they have been generated. In view 
of the structural adjustments resulting 
from the abolition of rye intervention, it is 
appropriate to provide for specific 
measures for certain rye production 
regions financed with part of the amounts 
generated by modulation. However, the 
amounts raised by the application of any 
further modulation reduction should be 
made available to the Member States 
where they have been generated.

(11) The amounts resulting from the 
application of 5 percentage points 
corresponding to modulation reductions 
fixed in Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
should be constituted as a fund, to be 
allocated between Member States 
according to objective criteria, such as 
land area, employment and GDP per 
capita.

Or. pt

Justification

Os montantes resultantes da aplicação da redução a título da modulação, devem constituir 
um fundo ao nível comunitário e posteriormente serem repartidos pelos Estados-Membros 
segundo critérios objectivos como a superfície agrícola, o emprego e o PIB/capita.

Amendment 176
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
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Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 11

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

 (11) The amounts resulting from the 
application of 5 percentage points 
corresponding to modulation reductions 
fixed in Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003
should be allocated between Member 
States according to objective criteria. 
However, it is appropriate to establish that 
a certain percentage of the amounts should 
remain in the Member States where they 
have been generated. In view of the 
structural adjustments resulting from the 
abolition of rye intervention, it is 
appropriate to provide for specific 
measures for certain rye production regions 
financed with part of the amounts 
generated by modulation. However, the 
amounts raised by the application of any 
further modulation reduction should be 
made available to the Member States 
where they have been generated.

 (11) The amounts resulting from the 
application of all reductions in direct 
payments should be allocated between 
Member States according to objective 
criteria, while at the same time seeking to 
balance the level of subsidies between 
states and regions. However, it is 
appropriate to establish that a certain 
percentage of the amounts should remain 
in the Member States where they have been 
generated. In view of the structural 
adjustments resulting from the abolition of 
rye intervention, it is appropriate to provide 
for specific measures for certain rye 
production regions financed with part of 
the amounts generated by modulation. 

Or. pl

Amendment 177
Lutz Goepel

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 11

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(11) The amounts resulting from the 
application of 5 percentage points 
corresponding to modulation reductions 
fixed in Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
should be allocated between Member 
States according to objective criteria. 
However, it is appropriate to establish that 
a certain percentage of the amounts should 

(11) The amounts resulting from the 
application of 5 percentage points 
corresponding to modulation reductions 
fixed in Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
should be allocated between Member 
States according to objective criteria. 
However, it is appropriate to establish that 
a certain percentage of the amounts should 
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remain in the Member States where they 
have been generated. In view of the 
structural adjustments resulting from the 
abolition of rye intervention, it is 
appropriate to provide for specific 
measures for certain rye production regions 
financed with part of the amounts 
generated by modulation. However, the 
amounts raised by the application of any 
further modulation reduction should be 
made available to the Member States 
where they have been generated.

remain in the Member States where they 
have been generated. In view of the 
structural adjustments resulting from the 
abolition of rye intervention, it is 
appropriate to provide for specific 
measures for certain rye production regions 
financed with part of the amounts 
generated by modulation. However, the 
amounts raised by the application of any 
additional modulation reduction of up to 
4% should be made available to the 
Member States where they have been 
generated.

Or. de

Justification

Da die zusätzlichen Modulationsmittel zu einem grossen Teil für Aufgaben der neuen 
Herausforderungen angedacht sind, müssen jegliche zusätzlichen Modulationsmittel in 
denjenigen Mitgliedstaatenverbleiben, in denen sie erzielt wurden.

Amendment 178
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 11

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(11) The amounts resulting from the 
application of 5 percentage points 
corresponding to modulation reductions 
fixed in Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
should be allocated between Member 
States according to objective criteria. 
However, it is appropriate to establish that 
a certain percentage of the amounts should 
remain in the Member States where they 
have been generated. In view of the 
structural adjustments resulting from the 
abolition of rye intervention, it is 
appropriate to provide for specific 
measures for certain rye production regions 
financed with part of the amounts 

(11) The amounts resulting from the 
application of 5 percentage points 
corresponding to modulation reductions 
fixed in Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
should be allocated between Member 
States according to objective criteria. 
However, it is appropriate to establish that 
a certain percentage of the amounts should 
remain in the Member States where they 
have been generated. In view of the 
structural adjustments resulting from the 
abolition of rye intervention, it is 
appropriate to provide for specific 
measures for certain rye production regions 
financed with part of the amounts 
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generated by modulation. However, the 
amounts raised by the application of any 
further modulation reduction should be 
made available to the Member States 
where they have been generated.

generated by modulation. However, the 
amounts raised by the application of the 
new modulation percentages and 
maximum aid thresholds should be made 
available to the Member States where they 
have been generated.

Or. es

Amendment 179
Mairead McGuinness

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 11 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(11a) To provide farmers with greater 
certainty, modulation should remain 
unchanged at 5% until 2013. The real 
value of the Single Farm Payment has 
already fallen by 12 per cent due to 
inflation.

Or. en

Amendment 180
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 14

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(14) Modulation should not reduce the net 
amount paid to a farmer in a new Member 
State below the amount to be paid to an 
equivalent farmer in the other Member 
States. Once modulation becomes 
applicable to farmers in the new Member 
States the rate of reduction should, 
therefore, be limited to the difference 
between the level under the phasing-in 
schedule and the level in the other Member 

deleted
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States after the application of modulation. 
Moreover, farmers in new Member States 
who are subject to modulation should no 
longer benefit from complementary 
national direct payments to avoid that their 
support level exceeds the level in the other 
Member States.

Or. pl

Justification

Reformy winny służyć uproszczeniu regulacji prawodawstwa, a nie jego zagmatwaniu i 
zwiększeniu biurokracji.

Amendment 181
Mairead McGuinness

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 16

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(16) In order to help farmers to meet the 
standards of modern, high-quality 
agriculture, it is necessary that Member 
States operate a comprehensive system 
offering advice to commercial farms. The 
farm advisory system should help farmers 
to become more aware of material flows 
and on-farm processes relating to the 
environment, food safety, animal health 
and welfare without in any way affecting 
their obligation and responsibility to 
respect those standards.

(16) In order to help farmers to meet the 
standards of modern, high-quality 
agriculture, it is necessary that Member 
States operate a comprehensive system 
offering advice to all farmers. The farm 
advisory system should help farmers to 
produce efficiently and in a cost effective 
way; to become more aware of material 
flows and on-farm processes relating to the 
environment, food safety, animal health 
and welfare without in any way affecting 
their obligation and responsibility to 
respect those standards.

Or. en
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Amendment 182
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 16

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(16) In order to help farmers to meet the 
standards of modern, high-quality 
agriculture, it is necessary that Member 
States operate a comprehensive system 
offering advice to commercial farms. The 
farm advisory system should help farmers 
to become more aware of material flows 
and on-farm processes relating to the 
environment, food safety, animal health 
and welfare without in any way affecting 
their obligation and responsibility to 
respect those standards.

(16) In order to help farmers to meet the 
standards of modern, high-quality 
agriculture, it is necessary that Member 
States operate a comprehensive system 
offering advice. The farm advisory system 
should help farmers to become more aware 
of material flows and on-farm processes 
relating to the environment, food safety, 
animal health and welfare without in any 
way affecting their obligation and 
responsibility to respect those standards.

Or. pl

Justification

Ograniczenie doradztwa do gospodarstw komercyjnych nie ma uzasadnienia. Żywność jest 
produkowana we wszystkich gospodarstwach i nie można wprowadzać w doradztwie 
dodatkowych dyskryminacji i napięć. Tym bardziej, że odróżnienie komercyjnych gospodarstw 
od pozostałych może być w praktyce trudne.

Amendment 183
Véronique Mathieu, Joseph Daul, Michl Ebner, Agnes Schierhuber

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 16

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(16) In order to help farmers to meet the 
standards of modern, high-quality 
agriculture, it is necessary that Member 
States operate a comprehensive system 
offering advice to commercial farms. The 
farm advisory system should help farmers 
to become more aware of material flows 

(16) In order to help farmers to meet the 
standards of modern, high-quality 
agriculture, it is necessary that Member 
States operate a comprehensive system 
offering advice to commercial farms. The 
farm advisory system should help farmers 
to become more aware of material flows 
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and on-farm processes relating to the 
environment, food safety, animal health 
and welfare without in any way affecting 
their obligation and responsibility to 
respect those standards.

and on-farm processes relating to the 
environment, biodiversity, food safety, 
animal health and welfare without in any 
way affecting their obligation and 
responsibility to respect those standards.

Or. fr

Amendment 184
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 18a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(18-A) The administration of small sums 
could prove an onerous task for the 
relevant authorities in the Member States. 
The aid regimes make no distinction 
between farmers receiving smaller and 
larger amounts, and the eligibility 
conditions and administrative and control 
arrangements are identical. The creation 
of a simplified aid scheme of a voluntary 
nature for farmers receiving amounts of 
up to EUR 1000 could resolve this 
problem, on the basis of a fixed lump-sum 
annual payment for farmers participating 
in the scheme. All farmers receiving aid 
of less than EUR 1000  would be awarded 
a supplement until reaching that 
threshold. 

Or. pt

Justification

É necessário instituir um regime simplificado voluntário de ajuda aos agricultores que 
recebem montantes de valor igual ou inferior a 1000 euros, permitindo um pagamento fixo 
único, anual, aos agricultores que participem no regime.
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Amendment 185
Brian Simpson, Neil Parish, Lily Jacobs

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 19

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(19) The management of small amounts is 
a burdensome task for the competent 
authorities of the Member States. To avoid 
excessive administrative burden it is 
appropriate for Member States to refrain 
from granting direct payments where the 
payment would be lower than the 
Community average support for one 
hectare or the eligible area of the holding 
for which support is claimed would relate 
to less than one hectare. Member States 
should be given discretion to opt for the 
implementation of one of the two criteria
taking account of the particularities of the 
structures of their agricultural economies.
As special payment entitlements were 
allocated to farmers with so-called 
"landless" holdings the application of the 
hectare-based threshold would be 
ineffective. Such farmers should therefore 
be subject to the averages support-based 
minimum amount.

(19) The management of small amounts is 
a burdensome task for the competent 
authorities of the Member States. To avoid 
excessive administrative burden it is 
appropriate to allow Member States the 
flexibility to set a minimum threshold for 
claim sizes. Member States should be 
given discretion to opt for criteria taking 
account of the particularities of the 
structures of their agricultural economies. 
As special payment entitlements were 
allocated to farmers with so-called 
"landless" holdings the application of the 
hectare-based threshold would be 
ineffective. Such farmers should therefore 
be subject to the averages support-based 
minimum amount.

Or. en

Justification

Whilst the principle in the Commission’s proposals can be supported, account needs to be 
taken of the diversity of farm structures across the EU. It may be appropriate to allow some 
member states to set higher thresholds for minimum payments than those set by the 
Commission and to allow others to opt for lower ones.
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Amendment 186
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 19

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(19) The management of small amounts is 
a burdensome task for the competent 
authorities of the Member States. To avoid 
excessive administrative burden it is 
appropriate for Member States to refrain 
from granting direct payments where the 
payment would be lower than the 
Community average support for one 
hectare or the eligible area of the holding 
for which support is claimed would relate 
to less than one hectare. Special provision 
should be made for those Member States 
whose farm structure differs significantly 
from the average Community one. Member 
States should be given discretion to opt for 
the implementation of one of the two 
criteria taking account of the particularities 
of the structures of their agricultural 
economies. As special payment 
entitlements were allocated to farmers with 
so-called "landless" holdings the 
application of the hectare-based threshold 
would be ineffective. Such farmers should 
therefore be subject to the averages 
support-based minimum amount.

(19) The management of small amounts is 
a burdensome task for the competent 
authorities of the Member States. To avoid 
excessive administrative burden it is 
appropriate for Member States who so 
decide to be able to refrain from granting 
direct payments where the payment would 
be lower than the Community average 
support for one hectare or the eligible area 
of the holding for which support is claimed 
would relate to less than one hectare. 
Special provision should be made for those 
Member States whose farm structure 
differs significantly from the average 
Community one. Member States should be 
given discretion to opt for the 
implementation of one of the two criteria 
taking account of the particularities of the 
structures of their agricultural economies. 
As special payment entitlements were 
allocated to farmers with so-called 
"landless" holdings the application of the 
hectare-based threshold would be 
ineffective. Such farmers should therefore 
be subject to the averages support-based 
minimum amount.

Or. es

Amendment 187
Ioannis Gklavakis

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 19

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(19) The management of small amounts is (19) The management of small amounts is 
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a burdensome task for the competent 
authorities of the Member States. To avoid 
excessive administrative burden it is 
appropriate for Member States to refrain 
from granting direct payments where the 
payment would be lower than the 
Community average support for one 
hectare or the eligible area of the holding 
for which support is claimed would relate 
to less than one hectare. Special provision 
should be made for those Member States 
whose farm structure differs significantly 
from the average Community one. Member 
States should be given discretion to opt for 
the implementation of one of the two 
criteria taking account of the particularities 
of the structures of their agricultural 
economies. As special payment 
entitlements were allocated to farmers with 
so-called "landless" holdings the 
application of the hectare-based threshold 
would be ineffective. Such farmers should 
therefore be subject to the averages 
support-based minimum amount.

a burdensome task for the competent 
authorities of the Member States. To avoid 
excessive administrative burden Member 
States may refrain from granting direct 
payments where the payment would be 
lower than the Community average support 
for one hectare or the eligible area of the 
holding for which support is claimed 
would relate to less than one hectare. 
Special provision should be made for those 
Member States whose farm structure 
differs significantly from the average 
Community one. Member States should be 
given discretion to opt for the 
implementation of one of the two criteria 
taking account of the particularities of the 
structures of their agricultural economies. 
As special payment entitlements were 
allocated to farmers with so-called 
"landless" holdings the application of the 
hectare-based threshold would be 
ineffective. Such farmers should therefore 
be subject to the averages support-based 
minimum amount.

Or. el

Justification

Τα κράτη μέλη θα αποφασίζουν κατά τρόπο αντικειμενικό και αμερόληπτο τα ελάχιστα όρια για 
την μη χορήγηση ενισχύσεων στους γεωργούς τους, ώστε να διασφαλίσουν ότι δεν θα πληγούν 
συγκεκριμένες κατηγορίες παραγωγών.

Amendment 188
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 20

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(20) The experience with the application 
of the single payment scheme shows that 
decoupled income support was in a 
number of cases granted to beneficiaries 

deleted
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other than natural persons whose 
business purpose is not or only marginally 
targeted at exercising an agricultural 
activity. To prevent agricultural income 
support from being allocated to such 
companies and firms, and to ensure that 
the Community support is entirely used to 
ensure a fair standard of living to the 
agricultural community, it is appropriate 
to empower Member States, where such 
allocation occurs, to refrain from 
granting them direct payments under this 
Regulation.

Or. es

Amendment 189
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 20

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(20) The experience with the application of 
the single payment scheme shows that 
decoupled income support was in a number 
of cases granted to beneficiaries other than 
natural persons whose business purpose is 
not or only marginally targeted at 
exercising an agricultural activity. To 
prevent agricultural income support from 
being allocated to such companies and 
firms, and to ensure that the Community 
support is entirely used to ensure a fair 
standard of living to the agricultural 
community, it is appropriate to empower
Member States, where such allocation 
occurs, to refrain from granting them direct 
payments under this Regulation.

(20) The experience with the application of 
the single payment scheme shows that 
decoupled income support was in a number 
of cases granted to beneficiaries other than 
natural persons whose business purpose is 
not or only marginally targeted at 
exercising an agricultural activity. To 
prevent agricultural income support from 
being allocated to such companies and 
firms, and to ensure that the Community 
support is entirely used to ensure a fair 
standard of living to the agricultural 
community, it is appropriate to introduce 
criteria for authorisation, where such 
allocation occurs, to refrain from granting 
them direct payments at Union level.

Or. pl
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Justification

Odmowa w przyznawaniu prawa do przyznawania płatności dla przedsiębiorstw i firm, 
których działalność nie jest lub jest tylko w niewielkim stopniu powinna być określona na 
poziomie unijnym w oparciu o obiektywne kryteria. Oddanie tego prawa państwom 
członkowskim doprowadzi do zróżnicowanych interpretacji i nierówności w traktowaniu 
podmiotów gospodarczych oraz stworzy mechanizm korupcji.

Amendment 190
Mairead McGuinness

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 21

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(21) Payments provided for under 
Community support schemes should be 
made by the competent national authorities 
to beneficiaries in full, subject to any 
reductions provided for in this Regulation, 
and within prescribed periods. In order to 
render the management of direct payments 
more flexible, Member States should be 
allowed to pay direct payments in two 
instalments per year.

(21) Payments provided for under 
Community support schemes should be 
made by the competent national authorities 
to beneficiaries in full, subject to any 
reductions provided for in this Regulation, 
and within prescribed periods. In order to 
render the management of direct payments 
more flexible, Member States should be 
allowed to pay direct payments in two 
instalments per year and, subject to the 
needs of the sector, have flexibility in 
deciding payment dates.

Or. en

Amendment 191
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 22

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(22) The support schemes under the 
common agricultural policy provide for 
direct income support in particular with a 
view to ensuring a fair standard of living 
for the agricultural community. This 

(22) The support schemes under the 
common agricultural policy provide for 
direct income support in particular with a 
view to ensuring a fair standard of living 
for the agricultural community. This 
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objective is closely related to the 
maintenance of rural areas. In order to 
avoid misallocations of Community funds, 
no support payments should be made to 
farmers who have artificially created the 
conditions required to obtain such 
payments.

objective is closely related to the 
maintenance of rural areas. For this 
reason, priority should be given to 
supporting family farms.

Or. pl

Justification

Żywotność obszarów wiejskich jest uzależniona przede wszystkim od gospodarstw rodzinnych. 
Dlatego to tym gospodarstwom należy stworzyć lepsze warunki ekonomiczne, by mogły 
przetrwać na rynku. Dodatkowe zapisy przeciwdziałające nieuzasadnionym wnioskom o 
wsparcie są zbędne, gdyż oszustwa zawsze winny być karalne, co wynika z ogólnego 
obowiązku przestrzegania prawa.

Amendment 192
Jan Mulder, Niels Busk

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 23

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(23) In order to achieve the objectives of 
the common agricultural policy, common 
support schemes have to be adapted to 
changing developments, if necessary 
within short time limits. Beneficiaries 
cannot, therefore, rely on support 
conditions remaining unchanged and 
should be prepared for a possible review 
of schemes in particular in the light of 
economic developments or the budgetary 
situation.

deleted
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Amendment 193
Mairead McGuinness

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 23

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(23) In order to achieve the objectives of 
the common agricultural policy, common 
support schemes have to be adapted to 
changing developments, if necessary 
within short time limits. Beneficiaries 
cannot, therefore, rely on support 
conditions remaining unchanged and 
should be prepared for a possible review of 
schemes in particular in the light of 
economic developments or the budgetary 
situation.

(23) In order to achieve the objectives of 
the common agricultural policy, common 
support schemes have to be adapted to 
changing developments, if necessary 
within short time limits. Beneficiaries 
cannot, therefore, rely on support 
conditions remaining unchanged and 
should be prepared for a possible review of 
schemes in particular in the light of 
economic developments or the budgetary 
situation. The underlying principles of the 
CAP as enshrined in the Treaty must, 
however, be honoured.

Or. en

Amendment 194
Constantin Dumitriu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 23

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(23) In order to achieve the objectives of 
the common agricultural policy, common 
support schemes have to be adapted to 
changing developments, if necessary 
within short time limits. Beneficiaries 
cannot, therefore, rely on support 
conditions remaining unchanged and 
should be prepared for a possible review of 
schemes in particular in the light of 
economic developments or the budgetary 
situation.

(23) In order to achieve the objectives of 
the common agricultural policy, common 
support schemes have to be adapted to 
changing developments. Beneficiaries 
cannot, therefore, rely on support 
conditions remaining unchanged and 
should be prepared for a possible review of 
schemes in particular in the light of 
economic developments or the budgetary 
situation. They need reasonable time 
limits to allow them to adapt to the new 
conditions.

Or. ro
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Justification

Trebuie să avem în vedere că adaptarea la noi condiţii implică anumite costuri pentru 
beneficiari. În cazul noilor state membr,e unde beneficiarii deja au trebuit sau vor trebui să 
se adapteze într-o perioadă scurtă de timp la standardele europene, adaptarea la noi condiţii 
trebuie să aibă în vedere această premisă.

Amendment 195
Esther Herranz García, Carmen Fraga Estévez, Pilar Ayuso

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 23 a (new

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(23a) The first pillar of the CAP needs to 
be retained in the future so as to 
guarantee the key role which farmers play 
as motors of the economy in numerous 
rural regions, as well as being guardians 
of the landscape and ensuring the high 
standards of food safety required by the 
EU.

Or. es

Justification

Un recorte sistemático de las ayudas directas que reciben los agricultores podría disminuir 
notablemente su rentabilidad y poner en riesgo la supervivencia de muchas explotaciones. La 
Unión Europea debe de velar en el futuro por su autosuficiencia alimentaria.

Amendment 196
Véronique Mathieu, Joseph Daul, Michl Ebner

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 27

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(27) Compulsory set aside of arable land 
was introduced as a supply control 
mechanism. Market developments in the 
arable crops sector together with the 

(27) Compulsory set aside of arable land 
was introduced as a supply control 
mechanism. Market developments in the 
arable crops sector together with the 
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introduction of decoupled aids no longer 
justify the need for maintaining this 
instrument, which therefore should be 
abolished. Set-aside entitlements 
established in accordance with Articles 53 
and 63(2) of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 shall therefore be activated 
on hectares subject to the same eligibility 
conditions that any other entitlement.

introduction of decoupled aids no longer 
justify the need for maintaining this 
instrument, which therefore should be 
abolished. A proportion of the set-aside 
entitlements established in accordance with 
Articles 53 and 63(2) of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 shall therefore be activated 
on hectares subject to the same eligibility 
conditions that any other entitlement. Loss 
of the environmental benefits of set-aside 
should be compensated by the 
introduction of new mechanisms, not least 
concerning biodiversity. The remainder of 
the set-aside entitlements should be made 
over to an obligation to preserve a
biodiversity area, through the 
introduction of a biodiversity single 
payment entitlement.

Or. fr

Amendment 197
Neil Parish

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 27

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(27) Compulsory set aside of arable land 
was introduced as a supply control 
mechanism. Market developments in the 
arable crops sector together with the 
introduction of decoupled aids no longer 
justify the need for maintaining this 
instrument, which therefore should be 
abolished. Set-aside entitlements 
established in accordance with Articles 53 
and 63(2) of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 shall therefore be activated 
on hectares subject to the same eligibility 
conditions that any other entitlement.

(27) Compulsory set aside of arable land 
was introduced as a supply control 
mechanism. Market developments in the 
arable crops sector together with the 
introduction of decoupled aids no longer 
justify the need for maintaining this 
instrument, which therefore should be 
abolished. Set-aside entitlements 
established in accordance with Articles 53 
and 63(2) of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 shall therefore become 
normal entitlements.

Or. en
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Justification

Clarifies the legal uncertainty that exists with regard to the fate of set-aside entitlements and 
ensures that any ‘tag’ that might otherwise remain in such entitlements is removed.

Amendment 198
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 28

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(28) Further to the integration of formerly 
coupled market support into the single 
payment scheme, the value of payment 
entitlements was, in those Member States 
opting for a historic implementation, 
based on the individual level of past 
support. With a growing number of years 
elapsing since the introduction of the 
single payment scheme and following the 
successive integration of further sectors 
into the single payment scheme, it 
becomes increasingly harder to justify the 
legitimacy of significant individual 
differences in the support level which are 
only based on past support. For this 
reason Member States that chose the 
historic implementation model should be 
allowed under certain conditions to review 
the allocated payment entitlements with a 
view to approximating their unit value 
while respecting the general principles of 
community law and the objectives of the 
Common Agricultural Policy. In this 
context Member States may take into 
account the specificities of geographical 
areas when fixing closer values. The 
levelling of payment entitlements should 
take place during an adequate transition 
period and within a limited range of 
reductions in order to allow farmers to 
reasonably adapt to the changing levels of 
support.

(28) Member States that chose the historic 
implementation model should be allowed 
under certain conditions to review the 
allocated payment entitlements with a view 
to approximating their unit value while 
respecting the general principles of 
community law and the objectives of the 
Common Agricultural Policy. In this 
context Member States may take into 
account the specificities of geographical 
areas when fixing closer values. The 
levelling of payment entitlements should 
take place during an adequate transition 
period, depending on the pace of 
implementation chosen by each Member 
State, and within a limited range of 
reductions in order to allow farmers to 
reasonably adapt to the changing levels of 
support.
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Or. es

Amendment 199
Ilda Figueiredo

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 28

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(28) Further to the integration of formerly 
coupled market support into the single 
payment scheme, the value of payment 
entitlements was, in those Member States 
opting for a historic implementation, based 
on the individual level of past support. 
With a growing number of years elapsing 
since the introduction of the single 
payment scheme and following the 
successive integration of further sectors 
into the single payment scheme, it becomes 
increasingly harder to justify the legitimacy 
of significant individual differences in the 
support level which are only based on past 
support. For this reason Member States 
that chose the historic implementation 
model should be allowed under certain 
conditions to review the allocated payment 
entitlements with a view to approximating 
their unit value while respecting the 
general principles of community law and 
the objectives of the Common 
Agricultural Policy. In this context 
Member States may take into account the 
specificities of geographical areas when 
fixing closer values. The levelling of 
payment entitlements should take place 
during an adequate transition period and 
within a limited range of reductions in 
order to allow farmers to reasonably 
adapt to the changing levels of support.

(28) Further to the integration of formerly 
coupled market support into the single 
payment scheme, the value of payment 
entitlements was, in those Member States 
opting for a historic implementation, based 
on the individual level of past support. 
With a growing number of years elapsing 
since the introduction of the single 
payment scheme and following the 
successive integration of further sectors 
into the single payment scheme, it becomes 
increasingly harder to justify the legitimacy 
of significant individual differences in the 
support level which are only based on past 
support. For this reason the conditions for 
the single payment should include the 
obligation to cultivate and maintain under 
production the areas for which the aid is 
received.

Or. pt
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Justification

Deve estabelecer-se como condição para o pagamento único a obrigação de 
cultivo/manutenção em produção das áreas objecto de ajuda.

Amendment 200
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 28

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(28) Further to the integration of 
formerly coupled market support into the 
single payment scheme, the value of 
payment entitlements was, in those 
Member States opting for a historic 
implementation, based on the individual 
level of past support. With a growing 
number of years elapsing since the 
introduction of the single payment scheme 
and following the successive integration of 
further sectors into the single payment 
scheme, it becomes increasingly harder to 
justify the legitimacy of significant 
individual differences in the support level
which are only based on past support. For 
this reason Member States that chose the 
historic implementation model should be 
allowed under certain conditions to review 
the allocated payment entitlements with a 
view to approximating their unit value
while respecting the general principles of 
community law and the objectives of the 
Common Agricultural Policy. In this 
context Member States may take into 
account the specificities of geographical 
areas when fixing closer values. The 
levelling of payment entitlements should 
take place during an adequate transition 
period and within a limited range of 
reductions in order to allow farmers to 
reasonably adapt to the changing levels of 
support.

(28) Further to the integration of 
formerly coupled market support into the
single payment scheme, the value of 
payment entitlements was, in those 
Member States opting for a historic 
implementation, based on the individual 
level of past support. With a growing 
number of years elapsing since the 
introduction of the single payment scheme 
and following the successive integration of 
further sectors into the single payment 
scheme and the enlargement of the Union, 
it becomes increasingly harder to justify 
the legitimacy of significant individual 
differences in the support level which are 
only based on past support. For this reason 
a single flat-rate payment should be 
introduced in all Member States, while 
respecting the general principles of 
community law and the objectives of the 
Common Agricultural Policy. This rate 
should be supplemented by additional 
payments for areas not suitable for 
agriculture. The levelling of payment 
entitlements should take place during an 
adequate transition period and within a 
limited range of reductions in order to 
allow farmers to reasonably adapt to the 
changing levels of support.  However, the 
levelling of payment entitlements for the 
new Member States should take place 
following the end of the transitional 
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periods laid down for the States in the acts 
of accession.

Or. pl

Justification

Dotychczasowe regulacje dotyczące płatności bezpośrednich nie mają uzasadnienia 
merytorycznego, są sprzeczne z zasadami Unii oraz celami WPR, a także są nieprzejrzyste 
oraz trudne w praktycznym stosowaniu. Wprowadzenie jednolitej stawki ryczałtowej byłoby 
rzeczywistym uproszczeniem prawodawstwa i w większym stopniu niż dotychczasowe 
uregulowania służyłyby zrównoważonemu rozwojowi unijnego rolnictwa.

Amendment 201
Bernadette Bourzai, Vincent Peillon, Roselyne Lefrançois

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 28

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(28) Further to the integration of formerly 
coupled market support into the single 
payment scheme, the value of payment 
entitlements was, in those Member States 
opting for a historic implementation, based 
on the individual level of past support. 
With a growing number of years elapsing 
since the introduction of the single 
payment scheme and following the 
successive integration of further sectors 
into the single payment scheme, it becomes 
increasingly harder to justify the legitimacy 
of significant individual differences in the 
support level which are only based on past 
support. For this reason Member States that 
chose the historic implementation model 
should be allowed under certain conditions 
to review the allocated payment 
entitlements with a view to approximating 
their unit value while respecting the 
general principles of community law and 
the objectives of the Common Agricultural 
Policy. In this context Member States may 
take into account the specificities of 

(28) Further to the integration of formerly 
coupled market support into the single 
payment scheme, the value of payment 
entitlements was, in those Member States 
opting for a historic implementation, based 
on the individual level of past support. 
With a growing number of years elapsing 
since the introduction of the single 
payment scheme and following the 
successive integration of further sectors 
into the single payment scheme, it becomes 
increasingly harder to justify the legitimacy 
of significant individual differences in the 
support level which are only based on past 
support. For this reason Member States that 
chose the historic implementation model 
should be requested under certain 
conditions to review the allocated payment 
entitlements, in consultation with the 
regional authorities and on the basis of an 
impact assessment, with a view to 
approximating their unit value while 
respecting the general principles of 
Community law and the objectives of the 
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geographical areas when fixing closer 
values. The levelling of payment 
entitlements should take place during an 
adequate transition period and within a 
limited range of reductions in order to 
allow farmers to reasonably adapt to the 
changing levels of support.

Common Agricultural Policy. In this 
context Member States may take into 
account the specificities of geographical 
areas when fixing closer values. The 
levelling of payment entitlements should
take place during an adequate transition 
period and within a limited range of 
reductions in order to allow farmers to 
reasonably adapt to the changing levels of 
support.

Or. fr

Justification

Le modèle historique selon lequel les droits au paiement sont calculés sur la base de 
références historiques devient de moins en moins pertinent. Il convient de demander aux Etats 
membres de le faire évoluer progressivement vers un modèle régional en consultation avec les 
autorités régionales et sur la base d’une étude d’impact.

Amendment 202
Mairead McGuinness

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 28

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(28) Further to the integration of formerly 
coupled market support into the single 
payment scheme, the value of payment 
entitlements was, in those Member States 
opting for a historic implementation, based 
on the individual level of past support. 
With a growing number of years elapsing 
since the introduction of the single 
payment scheme and following the 
successive integration of further sectors 
into the single payment scheme, it becomes
increasingly harder to justify the legitimacy 
of significant individual differences in the 
support level which are only based on past 
support. For this reason Member States that 
chose the historic implementation model 
should be allowed under certain conditions 

(28) Further to the integration of formerly 
coupled market support into the single 
payment scheme, the value of payment 
entitlements was, in those Member States 
opting for a historic implementation, based 
on the individual level of past support. 
With a growing number of years elapsing 
since the introduction of the single 
payment scheme and following the 
successive integration of further sectors 
into the single payment scheme, it may, in 
some cases, become increasingly harder to 
justify the legitimacy of significant 
individual differences in the support level 
which are only based on past support. For 
this reason Member States that chose the 
historic implementation model should be 
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to review the allocated payment 
entitlements with a view to approximating 
their unit value while respecting the 
general principles of community law and 
the objectives of the Common Agricultural 
Policy. In this context Member States may 
take into account the specificities of 
geographical areas when fixing closer
values. The levelling of payment 
entitlements should take place during an 
adequate transition period and within a 
limited range of reductions in order to 
allow farmers to reasonably adapt to the 
changing levels of support.

allowed under certain conditions to review 
the allocated payment entitlements with a 
view to approximating their unit value 
while respecting the general principles of 
community law and the objectives of the 
Common Agricultural Policy. In this 
context Member States may take into 
account the specificities of geographical 
areas when fixing closer values. Where a 
Member State opts to level payment 
entitlements, this should take place during 
an adequate transition period and within a 
limited range of reductions in order to 
allow farmers to reasonably adapt to the 
changing levels of support.

Or. en

Amendment 203
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 29

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(29) Under the 2003 reform Member 
States had the option to apply the single 
payment scheme by way of historic or 
regional implementation. Since then 
Member States have had the opportunity 
to evaluate the effects of their choices as 
regards both their economic and 
administrative appropriateness. Member 
States should therefore be given the 
opportunity to review their initial choice 
in the light of their experience. For this 
reason, in addition to the possibility of 
levelling the value of payment 
entitlements, Member States that applied 
the historic model should be authorised to 
change over to the regional model. 
Furthermore, Member States that chose 
to apply the regional model should be 
given the option to review their decisions 
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under certain conditions with the aim to 
approximate the value of payment 
entitlements according to pre-established 
steps, while respecting the general 
principles of community law and the 
objectives of the Common Agricultural 
Policy. Such changes should take place 
during an adequate transition period and 
within a limited range of reductions in 
order to allow farmers to reasonably 
adapt to changing levels of support

Or. pl

Justification

Dotychczasowe regulacje dotyczące płatności bezpośrednich nie mają uzasadnienia 
merytorycznego, są sprzeczne z zasadami Unii oraz celami WPR, a także są nieprzejrzyste 
oraz trudne w praktycznym stosowaniu. Wprowadzenie jednolitej stawki ryczałtowej byłoby 
rzeczywistym uproszczeniem prawodawstwa i w większym stopniu niż dotychczasowe 
uregulowania służyłyby zrównoważonemu rozwojowi unijnego rolnictwa.

Amendment 204
Bernadette Bourzai, Vincent Peillon, Roselyne Lefrançois

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 29

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(29) Under the 2003 reform Member States 
had the option to apply the single payment 
scheme by way of historic or regional 
implementation. Since then Member States 
have had the opportunity to evaluate the 
effects of their choices as regards both their 
economic and administrative 
appropriateness. Member States should 
therefore be given the opportunity to 
review their initial choice in the light of 
their experience. For this reason, in 
addition to the possibility of levelling the 
value of payment entitlements, Member 
States that applied the historic model 
should be authorised to change over to the 

(29) Under the 2003 reform Member States 
had the option to apply the single payment 
scheme by way of historic or regional 
implementation. Since then Member States 
have had the opportunity to evaluate the 
effects of their choices as regards both their 
economic and administrative 
appropriateness. Member States should 
therefore be requested to review their 
initial choice in the light of their 
experience, in consultation with the 
regional authorities and on the basis of an 
impact assessment. For this reason, in 
addition to the possibility of levelling the
value of payment entitlements, Member 
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regional model. Furthermore, Member 
States that chose to apply the regional 
model should be given the option to review 
their decisions under certain conditions 
with the aim to approximate the value of 
payment entitlements according to pre-
established steps, while respecting the 
general principles of community law and 
the objectives of the Common Agricultural 
Policy. Such changes should take place 
during an adequate transition period and 
within a limited range of reductions in 
order to allow farmers to reasonably adapt 
to changing levels of support.

States that applied the historic model 
should be requested to change over to the 
regional model. Furthermore, Member 
States that chose to apply the regional 
model should be given the option to review 
their decisions under certain conditions 
with the aim to approximate the value of 
payment entitlements according to pre-
established steps, while respecting the 
general principles of community law and 
the objectives of the Common Agricultural 
Policy. Such changes should take place 
during an adequate transition period and 
within a limited range of reductions in 
order to allow farmers to reasonably adapt 
to changing levels of support.

Or. fr

Justification

Le modèle historique selon lequel les droits au paiement sont calculés sur la base de 
références historiques devient de moins en moins pertinent. Il convient de demander aux Etats 
membres de le faire évoluer progressivement vers un modèle régional les permettant 
d’uniformiser la valeur des droits au paiement en consultation avec les autorités régionales et 
sur la base d’une étude d’impact.

Amendment 205
Mairead McGuinness

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 29

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(29) Under the 2003 reform Member States 
had the option to apply the single payment 
scheme by way of historic or regional 
implementation. Since then Member States 
have had the opportunity to evaluate the 
effects of their choices as regards both their 
economic and administrative 
appropriateness. Member States should 
therefore be given the opportunity to 
review their initial choice in the light of 

(29) Under the 2003 reform Member States 
had the option to apply the single payment 
scheme by way of historic or regional 
implementation. Since then Member States 
have had the opportunity to evaluate the 
effects of their choices as regards both their 
economic and administrative 
appropriateness. Member States should 
therefore be given the opportunity to 
review their initial choice in the light of 
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their experience. For this reason, in 
addition to the possibility of levelling the 
value of payment entitlements, Member 
States that applied the historic model 
should be authorised to change over to the 
regional model. Furthermore, Member 
States that chose to apply the regional 
model should be given the option to review 
their decisions under certain conditions 
with the aim to approximate the value of 
payment entitlements according to pre-
established steps, while respecting the 
general principles of community law and 
the objectives of the Common Agricultural 
Policy. Such changes should take place 
during an adequate transition period and 
within a limited range of reductions in 
order to allow farmers to reasonably adapt 
to changing levels of support.

their experience. For this reason, in 
addition to the possibility of levelling the 
value of payment entitlements, Member 
States that applied the historic model 
should be given the option to change over 
to the regional model. Furthermore, 
Member States that chose to apply the 
regional model should be given the option 
to review their decisions under certain 
conditions with the aim to approximate the 
value of payment entitlements according to 
pre-established steps, while respecting the 
general principles of community law and 
the objectives of the Common Agricultural 
Policy. Such changes should take place 
during an adequate transition period and 
within a limited range of reductions in 
order to allow farmers to reasonably adapt 
to changing levels of support.

Or. en

Amendment 206
Jan Mulder, Niels Busk, Willem Schuth

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 29 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(29a) The cross-compliance system and/or 
the CAP is likely to require further 
adjustment in the future, as current 
payment levels do not always seem to be 
proportionate with the compliance efforts 
made by the farmers concerned, since 
payments still depend to a large extent on 
historic spending. Animal welfare 
legislation is obviously particularly 
burdensome for livestock farmers, 
something which is not reflected in the 
level of their payments. However, if 
imported products were to meet the same 
animal welfare standards, then there 
would be no need to compensate farmers 
for their compliance with Community 
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legislation in this area. The Commission 
should therefore strive for recognition of 
the non-trade concerns as import criteria 
within the World Trade Organisation 
negotiations.

Or. en

Justification

Reinstatement of amendment adopted by the European Parliament as part of report T6 -
0598/2007 on 11 December 2007 titled " CAP: common rules for direct support schemes and 
certain support schemes for farmers and support for rural development".

Amendment 207
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 30

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(30) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003, while 
introducing a decoupled single payment 
scheme allowed Member States to exclude 
certain payments from that scheme. At the 
same time Article 64(3) of that Regulation 
provided for the revision of the options 
provided for in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 
5 of its Title III, in the light of market and 
structural developments. An analysis of the 
relevant experience shows that decoupling 
introduces flexibility in the choice of 
producers, enabling them to take their 
production decisions on the basis of 
profitability and market response. This is 
particularly the case for the arable crops, 
hops and seeds sectors, and to a certain 
extent, also the beef sector. Therefore, the 
partially coupled payments in these 
sectors should be integrated into the 
single payment scheme. In order for 
farmers in the beef sector to gradually 
adjust to the new support arrangements 
provision should be made for a phasing-in 

(30) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003, while 
introducing a decoupled single payment 
scheme allowed Member States to exclude 
certain payments from that scheme. At the 
same time Article 64(3) of that Regulation 
provided for the revision of the options 
provided for in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 
5 of its Title III, in the light of market and 
structural developments. An analysis of the 
relevant experience shows that decoupling 
could introduce flexibility in the choice of 
producers, enabling them to take their 
production decisions on the basis of 
profitability and market response. 
Therefore, it is desirable to authorise those 
Member States which so decide to 
continue decoupling aid. Since the 
partially coupled payments in the fruit and 
vegetable sectors were only recently 
introduced, and only as a transitional 
measure, no review of such schemes is 
necessary.
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of the integration of the special premium 
for male animals and the slaughter 
premium. Since the partially coupled 
payments in the fruit and vegetable sectors 
were only recently introduced, and only as 
a transitional measure, no review of such 
schemes is necessary.

Or. es

Amendment 208
Bernadette Bourzai, Vincent Peillon, Roselyne Lefrançois

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 30

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(30) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003, while 
introducing a decoupled single payment 
scheme allowed Member States to exclude 
certain payments from that scheme. At the 
same time Article 64(3) of that Regulation 
provided for the revision of the options 
provided for in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 
5 of its Title III, in the light of market and 
structural developments. An analysis of the 
relevant experience shows that decoupling 
introduces flexibility in the choice of 
producers, enabling them to take their 
production decisions on the basis of 
profitability and market response. This is 
particularly the case for the arable crops, 
hops and seeds sectors, and to a certain 
extent, also the beef sector. Therefore, the 
partially coupled payments in these sectors 
should be integrated into the single 
payment scheme. In order for farmers in 
the beef sector to gradually adjust to the 
new support arrangements provision 
should be made for a phasing-in of the 
integration of the special premium for 
male animals and the slaughter premium.
Since the partially coupled payments in the 
fruit and vegetable sectors were only 
recently introduced, and only as a 

(30) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003, while 
introducing a decoupled single payment 
scheme allowed Member States to exclude 
certain payments from that scheme. At the 
same time Article 64(3) of that Regulation 
provided for the revision of the options 
provided for in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 
5 of its Title III, in the light of market and 
structural developments. An analysis of the 
relevant experience shows that decoupling 
introduces flexibility in the choice of 
producers, enabling them to take their 
production decisions on the basis of 
profitability and market response. This is 
particularly the case for the arable crops, 
hops and seeds sectors. Therefore, the 
partially coupled payments in these sectors 
should be integrated into the single 
payment scheme. Since the partially 
coupled payments in the fruit and 
vegetable sectors were only recently 
introduced, and only as a transitional 
measure, no review of such schemes is 
necessary.
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transitional measure, no review of such 
schemes is necessary.

Or. fr

Justification

L’expérience acquise en matière de découplage partiel dans le secteur de la viande ovine 
démontre que le découplage provoque des abandons de production et la disparition de 
cheptels notamment dans les régions les plus défavorisées. La poursuite du découplage dans 
ce secteur n’apparaît donc pas pertinente.

Amendment 209
Duarte Freitas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 30

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(30) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003, while 
introducing a decoupled single payment 
scheme allowed Member States to exclude 
certain payments from that scheme. At the 
same time Article 64(3) of that Regulation 
provided for the revision of the options 
provided for in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 
5 of its Title III, in the light of market and 
structural developments. An analysis of the 
relevant experience shows that decoupling 
introduces flexibility in the choice of 
producers, enabling them to take their 
production decisions on the basis of 
profitability and market response. This is 
particularly the case for the arable crops, 
hops and seeds sectors, and to a certain 
extent, also the beef sector. Therefore, the 
partially coupled payments in these 
sectors should be integrated into the single 
payment scheme. In order for farmers in 
the beef sector to gradually adjust to the 
new support arrangements provision 
should be made for a phasing-in of the 
integration of the special premium for male 
animals and the slaughter premium. Since 

(30) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003, while 
introducing a decoupled single payment 
scheme allowed Member States to exclude 
certain payments from that scheme. At the 
same time Article 64(3) of that Regulation 
provided for the revision of the options 
provided for in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 
5 of its Title III, in the light of market and 
structural developments. An analysis of the 
relevant experience shows that decoupling 
introduces flexibility in the choice of 
producers, enabling them to take their 
production decisions on the basis of 
profitability and market response. This is 
particularly the case for the arable crops, 
hops and seeds sectors, and to a certain 
extent, also the beef sector. Therefore, 
Member States should have the option of 
integrating the partially coupled payments 
in these sectors into the single payment 
scheme. In order for farmers in the beef 
sector to gradually adjust to the new 
support arrangements provision should be 
made for a phasing-in of the integration of 
the special premium for male animals and 
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the partially coupled payments in the fruit 
and vegetable sectors were only recently 
introduced, and only as a transitional 
measure, no review of such schemes is 
necessary.

the slaughter premium. Since the partially 
coupled payments in the fruit and 
vegetable sectors were only recently 
introduced, and only as a transitional 
measure, no review of such schemes is
necessary.

Or. pt

Justification

Tendo em conta os impactos negativos da introdução destes regimes de apoio no RPU, 
identificados no estudo de impacto, em vez de se impor um desligamento e, ao mesmo tempo, 
medidas de compensação (através do artigo 68), deve ser dada ao Estado-Membro a 
possibilidade de, voluntariamente, optar pelo desligamento.

Amendment 210
Brian Simpson, Lily Jacobs, Christel Schaldemose, Neil Parish, Åsa Westlund

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 30

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(30) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003, while 
introducing a decoupled single payment 
scheme allowed Member States to exclude 
certain payments from that scheme. At the 
same time Article 64(3) of that Regulation 
provided for the revision of the options 
provided for in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 
5 of its Title III, in the light of market and 
structural developments. An analysis of the 
relevant experience shows that decoupling 
introduces flexibility in the choice of 
producers, enabling them to take their 
production decisions on the basis of 
profitability and market response. This is 
particularly the case for the arable crops, 
hops and seeds sectors, and to a certain 
extent, also the beef sector. Therefore, the 
partially coupled payments in these sectors 
should be integrated into the single 
payment scheme. In order for farmers in 
the beef sector to gradually adjust to the 
new support arrangements provision 

(30) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003, while 
introducing a decoupled single payment 
scheme allowed Member States to exclude 
certain payments from that scheme. At the 
same time Article 64(3) of that Regulation 
provided for the revision of the options 
provided for in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 
5 of its Title III, in the light of market and 
structural developments. An analysis of the 
relevant experience shows that decoupling 
introduces flexibility in the choice of 
producers, enabling them to take their 
production decisions on the basis of 
profitability and market response. 
Therefore, the partially coupled payments 
in all sectors should be integrated into the 
single payment scheme. Since the partially 
coupled payments in the fruit and 
vegetable sectors were only recently 
introduced, and only as a transitional 
measure, no review of such schemes is 
necessary.
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should be made for a phasing-in of the 
integration of the special premium for 
male animals and the slaughter premium. 
Since the partially coupled payments in the 
fruit and vegetable sectors were only 
recently introduced, and only as a 
transitional measure, no review of such 
schemes is necessary.

Or. en

Justification

Decoupling brings benefits to all sectors in terms of greater market orientation, reduces 
administrative burdens and frees up farmers to respond to market signals. Permitting the 
retention of coupled payments in the livestock sector creates competitive distortions for those
member states that have fully decoupled support payments and also perpetuates global 
market distortions. Any environmental benefits should be delivered through the Second Pillar.

Amendment 211
Brian Simpson, Lily Jacobs, Christel Schaldemose, Neil Parish, Åsa Westlund

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 31

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(31) However, as regards the suckler cow 
and sheep and goat sector it appears that 
maintaining a minimum level of 
agricultural production may still be 
necessary for the agricultural economies 
in certain regions and, in particular, 
where farmers cannot have recourse to 
other economic alternatives. Against this 
background, Member States should have 
the option to maintain coupled support at 
the current level or, for suckler cows, at a 
lower level. In that case, special provision 
should be made for the respect of the 
identification and registration 
requirements provided for by Regulation 
(EC) No 1760/2000 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council and 
Council Regulation (EC) No 21/2004, in 

deleted
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particular with a view to secure the 
traceability of animals.

Or. en

Justification

Decoupling brings benefits to all sectors in terms of greater market orientation, reduces 
administrative burdens and frees up farmers to respond to market signals. Permitting the 
retention of coupled payments in the livestock sector creates competitive distortions for those 
member states that have fully decoupled support payments and also perpetuates global 
market distortions. Any environmental benefits should be delivered through the Second Pillar.

Amendment 212
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 31

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(31) However, as regards the suckler cow 
and sheep and goat sector it appears that 
maintaining a minimum level of 
agricultural production may still be 
necessary for the agricultural economies in 
certain regions and, in particular, where 
farmers cannot have recourse to other 
economic alternatives. Against this 
background, Member States should have 
the option to maintain coupled support at 
the current level or, for suckler cows, at a 
lower level. In that case, special provision 
should be made for the respect of the 
identification and registration 
requirements provided for by Regulation 
(EC) No 1760/2000 of the European 
Parliament and of the Council1 and 
Council Regulation (EC) No 21/20042, in 
particular with a view to secure the 
traceability of animals.

(31) However, it appears that maintaining a 
minimum level of agricultural production 
may still be necessary for ensuring a 
balance in some sectors and for the 
agricultural economies in certain regions 
and, in particular, where farmers cannot 
have recourse to other economic 
alternatives. Against this background, 
Member States should have the option to 
maintain coupled support at the current 
level.

1 OJ L 204, 11.8.2000, p. 1. 
2 OJ L 5, 9.1.2004, p. 8. 
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Or. es

Amendment 213
Bernadette Bourzai, Vincent Peillon, Roselyne Lefrançois

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 31

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(31) However, as regards the suckler cow 
and sheep and goat sector it appears that 
maintaining a minimum level of 
agricultural production may still be 
necessary for the agricultural economies in 
certain regions and, in particular, where 
farmers cannot have recourse to other 
economic alternatives. Against this 
background, Member States should have 
the option to maintain coupled support at 
the current level or, for suckler cows, at a 
lower level. In that case, special provision 
should be made for the respect of the 
identification and registration requirements 
provided for by Regulation (EC) 
No 1760/2000 of the European Parliament 
and of the Council and Council Regulation 
(EC) No 21/2004, in particular with a view 
to secure the traceability of animals.

(31) However, as regards livestock 
production, and consequently the special 
premium for male bovine animals, the
slaughter premium for calves, the
slaughter premium for bovine animals 
other than calves, the suckler cow 
premium and aid for the sheep and goat 
sector, it appears that maintaining a 
minimum level of agricultural production 
may still be necessary for the agricultural 
economies in certain regions and, in 
particular, where farmers cannot have 
recourse to other economic alternatives. 
Against this background, Member States 
should have the option to maintain coupled 
support at the current level or, for suckler 
cows, sheep and goats, at a lower level. In 
that case, special provision should be made 
for the respect of the identification and 
registration requirements provided for by 
Regulation (EC) No 1760/2000 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council 
and Council Regulation (EC) No 21/2004, 
in particular with a view to secure the 
traceability of animals.

Or. fr

Justification

L’expérience acquise en matière de découplage partiel dans le secteur de la viande ovine 
démontre que le découplage pour les productions animales et l’élevage provoque des 
abandons de production et la disparition de cheptels notamment dans les régions les plus 
défavorisées. La poursuite du découplage dans le secteur des productions animales 
n’apparaît donc pas pertinente : les aides doivent rester au niveau couplé actuel voire doivent 
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être recouplées.

Amendment 214
Kyösti Virrankoski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 31

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(31) However, as regards the suckler cow 
and sheep and goat sector it appears that 
maintaining a minimum level of 
agricultural production may still be 
necessary for the agricultural economies in 
certain regions and, in particular, where 
farmers cannot have recourse to other 
economic alternatives. Against this 
background, Member States should have 
the option to maintain coupled support at 
the current level or, for suckler cows, at a 
lower level. In that case, special provision 
should be made for the respect of the 
identification and registration requirements 
provided for by Regulation (EC) No 
1760/2000 of the European Parliament and 
of the Council13 and Council Regulation 
(EC) No 21/200414, in particular with a 
view to secure the traceability of animals.

(31) As regards the suckler cow premium, 
special premium for male animals, the 
slaughter premium for calves and the 
sheep and goat sector it appears that 
maintaining a minimum level of 
agricultural production may still be 
necessary for the balance between sectors 
and for the agricultural economies in 
certain regions and, in particular, where 
farmers cannot have recourse to other 
economic alternatives. Against this 
background, Member States should have 
the option to maintain coupled support at 
the current level or, for suckler cows, the 
special premium for male animals and the 
slaughter premium for calves, at a lower 
level. In that case, special provision should 
be made for the respect of the identification 
and registration requirements provided for 
by Regulation (EC) No 1760/2000 of the 
European Parliament and of the Council 
and Council Regulation (EC) No 21/2004, 
in particular with a view to secure the 
traceability of animals.

Or. en

Justification

Livestock production, and the beef and veal sector in particular, are experiencing serious 
problems. Accordingly, support should be maintained not only for suckler cows, but also for 
the slaughtering of calves and male bovine animals.
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Amendment 215
Mairead McGuinness

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 31 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(31a) Specific measures are required to 
assist the EU sheep sector, which is in 
serious decline. The recommendations of 
European Parliament resolution of 19 
June 2008 on the future of the sheep/lamb 
and goat sector in Europe1 should be 
implemented.

Or. en

Amendment 216
Jan Mulder, Niels Busk

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 
contribute to the premiums farmers pay for 
crop insurance as well as to the financing 
of financial compensation of certain 
economic losses in case of animal or plant 

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 5% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support for insurance and mutual 
funds. Given the growing importance of an 
effective management of risks Member 
States should be given the option to 
financially contribute to the premiums 
farmers pay for crop insurance as well as to 
the financing of financial compensation of 
certain direct economic losses in case of 
animal or plant diseases. The conditions 
applicable to the financial contributions to 
crop insurance and animal or plant disease 
related compensation should be established 
accordingly. Moreover, new legislation 
will be needed, obliging Member States to 
introduce cost-sharing schemes for 
farmers, which will deal with the costs 

1 Texts Adopted P6_TA(2008)0310.
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diseases. With a view to respect the 
Community’s international obligations 
the resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be 
limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and animal 
or plant disease related compensation 
should be established accordingly.

which arise due to outbreaks of 
contagious animal diseases. The new 
legislation should set a common 
framework within which Member States 
will have to set up these cost-sharing 
schemes. The aim of this new legislation 
will be to do away with the distortion of 
competition between farmers from 
different Member States, caused by 
differences in national public 
contributions towards the costs which 
arise due to outbreaks of contagious 
animal diseases. The new legislation 
should also aim to encourage farmers to 
minimise the risk of infection and spread 
of contagious animal diseases. Member 
States that already have cost-sharing 
schemes for their farmers will have to 
modify these schemes in such a way as to 
ensure they are compatible with the 
common framework.

Or. en

Amendment 217
Neil Parish

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 5% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
quotas. Given the growing importance of 
an effective management of risks Member 
States should be given the option to 
financially contribute to the premiums 
farmers pay for crop insurance as well as to 
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contribute to the premiums farmers pay for 
crop insurance as well as to the financing 
of financial compensation of certain 
economic losses in case of animal or plant 
diseases. With a view to respect the 
Community’s international obligations the 
resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be 
limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and animal 
or plant disease related compensation 
should be established accordingly.

the financing of financial compensation of 
certain economic losses in case of animal 
or plant diseases. With a view to 
respecting the Community’s international 
obligations the resources that could be used 
for any coupled support measures should 
be limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and animal 
or plant disease related compensation 
should be established accordingly. Any 
measures of this nature should be seen as 
a temporary measure to allow Member 
States to adjust to full decoupling and a 
more market-orientated policy and should 
therefore end in 2013.

Or. en

Justification

Whilst the provisions in the new Article 68 may assist member states in the transition towards
a more market orientated policy, they also risk creating new market distortions if they are not 
strictly proscribed. Initially it was envisaged that greater flexibility would be used to assist 
the dairy sector in certain parts of the EU to adjust to the phasing out of milk quotas. There is 
no justification for allowing the payments to be used without an environmental, quality or 
marketing reason in other sectors.

Amendment 218
Lutz Goepel

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 12% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
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quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 
contribute to the premiums farmers pay for 
crop insurance as well as to the financing 
of financial compensation of certain 
economic losses in case of animal or plant 
diseases. With a view to respect the 
Community’s international obligations the 
resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be 
limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and 
animal or plant disease related 
compensation should be established 
accordingly.

quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States may 
financially contribute to the premiums 
farmers pay for crop insurance as well as to 
the financing of financial compensation of 
certain economic losses in case of animal 
or plant diseases. With a view to respect 
the Community’s international obligations 
the resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be 
limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and animal 
or plant disease related compensation 
should be established accordingly.

Or. de

Justification

Der den Mitgliedstaaten gebotene Spielraum sollte auf 12% angehoben werden, wobei es 
jedoch zweckmässig erscheint, die Verwendung eines Anteils von 2% für die 
Ernteversicherung zu gewährleisten.

Amendment 219
Constantin Dumitriu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. In 
the case of the new Member States which 
do not benefit from 100% direct payments, 
in order to make it possible to accumulate 
sufficient funds this percentage should be 
increased to 15%. Such support should 
allow Member States to address 
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quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 
contribute to the premiums farmers pay for 
crop insurance as well as to the financing 
of financial compensation of certain 
economic losses in case of animal or plant 
diseases. With a view to respect the 
Community’s international obligations the 
resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be 
limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and 
animal or plant disease related 
compensation should be established 
accordingly.

environmental issues and improve the 
quality and marketing of agricultural 
products. Specific support should also be 
available to buffer the consequences of the 
phasing-out of milk quotas and the 
decoupling of support in particularly 
sensitive sectors. Given the growing 
importance of an effective management of 
risks Member States should be given the 
option to financially contribute to the 
premiums farmers pay for crop insurance 
as well as to the financing of financial 
compensation of certain economic losses in 
case of animal or plant diseases. With a 
view to respect the Community’s 
international obligations the resources that 
could be used for any coupled support 
measures should be limited at an 
appropriate level. 

Or. ro

Justification

Plafonul de 10% nu este suficient pentru formarea fondurilor necesare unor noi măsuri 
strategice de politici publice în noile state membre care alocă plăţi directe la nivelul de doar 
35% în 2009, 45% în 2010 şi ajung la 100% în anul 2016. Sumele ce se vor constitui nu vor fi 
suficiente, de aceea propunem reconsiderarea stabilirii nivelului de deducţie la 15% pentru 
cei cu phasing in.

Amendment 220
Kyösti Virrankoski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 15% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
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should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 
contribute to the premiums farmers pay for 
crop insurance as well as to the financing 
of financial compensation of certain 
economic losses in case of animal or plant 
diseases. With a view to respect the 
Community’s international obligations the 
resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be 
limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and animal 
or plant disease related compensation 
should be established accordingly.

should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 
contribute to the premiums farmers pay for 
crop insurance as well as to the financing 
of financial compensation of certain 
economic losses in case of animal or plant 
diseases. With a view to respect the 
Community’s international obligations the 
resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be
limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and animal 
or plant disease related compensation 
should be established accordingly.

Or. en

Amendment 221
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 
contribute to the premiums farmers pay 

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 20% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors.
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for crop insurance as well as to the 
financing of financial compensation of 
certain economic losses in case of animal 
or plant diseases. With a view to respect 
the Community’s international 
obligations the resources that could be 
used for any coupled support measures 
should be limited at an appropriate level. 
The conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and 
animal or plant disease related 
compensation should be established 
accordingly.

Or. es

Amendment 222
Brian Simpson, Lily Jacobs, Christel Schaldemose, Åsa Westlund

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 
contribute to the premiums farmers pay for 
crop insurance as well as to the financing 
of financial compensation of certain 
economic losses in case of animal or plant 
diseases. With a view to respect the 
Community’s international obligations the 
resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be 

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined and 
prescribed cases. Such support should 
allow Member States to address 
environmental issues and improve the 
quality and marketing of agricultural 
products. Specific support should also be 
available to buffer the consequences of the 
phasing-out of milk quotas and the 
decoupling of support in particular 
sensitive sectors. Given the growing 
importance of an effective management of 
risks Member States should be given the 
option to financially contribute to the 
premiums farmers pay for crop insurance 
as well as to the financing of financial 
compensation of certain economic losses in 
case of animal or plant diseases. With a 
view to respecting the Community’s 
international obligations the resources that 
could be used for any coupled support 
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limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and animal 
or plant disease related compensation 
should be established accordingly.

measures should be limited at an 
appropriate level. The conditions 
applicable to the financial contributions to 
crop insurance and animal or plant disease 
related compensation should be established 
accordingly. Any measures of this nature 
should be seen as temporary measures to 
allow Member States to adjust to full 
decoupling and a more market-orientated 
policy and should therefore end in 2013.

Or. en

Justification

Whilst the provisions in the new Article 68 may assist member states in the transition towards 
a more market orientated policy, they also risk creating new market distortions if they are not 
strictly proscribed.

Amendment 223
Stéphane Le Foll

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the phasing-out of milk 
quotas and the decoupling of support in 
particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 
contribute to the premiums farmers pay for 
crop insurance as well as to the financing 
of financial compensation of certain 
economic losses in case of animal or plant 

(32) Member States should be allowed to 
use up to 10% of their ceilings for granting 
specific support in clearly defined cases. 
Such support should allow Member States 
to address environmental issues and 
improve the quality and marketing of 
agricultural products. Specific support 
should also be available to buffer the 
consequences of the decoupling of support 
in particularly sensitive sectors. Given the 
growing importance of an effective 
management of risks Member States 
should be given the option to financially 
contribute to the premiums farmers pay for 
crop insurance as well as to the financing 
of financial compensation of certain 
economic losses in case of animal or plant 
diseases. With a view to respect the 
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diseases. With a view to respect the 
Community’s international obligations the 
resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be 
limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and animal 
or plant disease related compensation 
should be established accordingly.

Community’s international obligations the 
resources that could be used for any 
coupled support measures should be 
limited at an appropriate level. The 
conditions applicable to the financial 
contributions to crop insurance and animal 
or plant disease related compensation 
should be established accordingly.

Or. fr

Justification

Avant de programmer une fin annoncée des quotas laitiers avec les conséquences que l’on 
connaît pour les régions de production les plus fragiles (montagnes, zones défavorisées…)  il 
apparaîtrait judicieux de mettre en place une gestion plus souple des quotas laitiers, sous 
forme d’augmentations asymétriques de ces quotas, afin de permettre aux Etats membres à 
qui il manque actuellement des volumes de lait, de répondre aux besoins de leurs marchés.
Un bilan de cette nouvelle gestion sera établi en 2011. Ce n’est qu’à cette date qu’une 
décision sur l’avenir de la politique des quotas et d’éventuelles mesures pour aider le secteur 
pourront être prises.

Amendment 224
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32a) In view of the increasing 
importance of effective risk management, 
Member States should be offered the 
option of contributing financially to the 
payment of the agricultural insurance 
premiums paid by farmers, as well as to 
the funding of financial compensation for 
certain economic losses arising from 
animal and plant  diseases.

Or. es
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Justification

Los seguros agrarios en vigor no sólo cubren los cultivos, también existen seguros ganaderos 
que no es conveniente eliminar.

Amendment 225
Elisabeth Jeggle

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 32 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(32a) Member States should be permitted 
to establish special support measures with 
a view to adequately meeting the new 
challenges which may arise from the 
effects of the CAP health check.

Or. de

Amendment 226
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 33

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(33) Direct payments under the single 
payment scheme were based on reference 
amounts of direct payments that were 
received in the past or on regionalised per 
hectare amounts. Farmers in the new 
Member States did not receive Community 
direct payments and had no historical 
references for the calendar years 2000, 
2001 and 2002. Therefore, provision was 
made under Regulation (EC) No 
1782/2003 for the single payment scheme 
in the new Member States to be based on 
regionalised per hectare amounts. Several 
years after the accession of the new 
Member States to the Community, 

(33) Direct payments under the single 
payment scheme were based on reference 
amounts of direct payments that were 
received in the past or on regionalised per 
hectare amounts. Farmers in the new 
Member States did not receive Community 
direct payments and had no historical 
references for the calendar years 2000, 
2001 and 2002. Therefore, provision was 
made under Regulation (EC) No 
1782/2003 for the single payment scheme 
in the new Member States to be based on 
regionalised per hectare amounts. Several 
years after the accession of the new 
Member States to the Community, 
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however, the use of reference periods 
could be considered for those new 
Member States that did not yet move to 
the single payment scheme. With a view to 
facilitating the transition to the single 
payment scheme and, in particular, to 
avoiding speculative applications it is 
therefore appropriate to authorise the new 
Member States to take account of the 
areas for which historically support under 
the single area payment scheme was 
granted for the calculation of the payment 
entitlements under the single payment 
scheme.

however, if unjustified imbalances should 
occur in the distribution of direct 
payments, consideration should be given 
to introducing a flat-rate payment in all 
EU Member States with effect from 2014.

Or. pl

Justification

Dotychczasowe i planowane reformy systemu płatności bezpośrednich tylko w znikomym 
stopniu niwelują niezasadnione różnice w dotacjach dla gospodarstw rolnych i jednocześnie 
nie służą uproszczeniu oraz przejrzystości systemu tych dopłat.

Amendment 227
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 34

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(34) Under the regionalised option for the 
single payment scheme the new Member 
States should have the possibility to adjust 
the value of entitlements per hectare on the 
basis of objective criteria in order to ensure 
equal treatment between farmers and to 
avoid market distortions.

deleted

Or. pl

Justification

Przy opcji wprowadzenia zryczałtowanej stawki płatności bezpośrednich we wszystkich 
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państwach członkowskich powyższy zapis jest zbędny.

Amendment 228
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 36

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(36) The de-coupling of direct support and 
the introduction of the single payment 
scheme were essential elements in the 
process of reforming the common 
agricultural policy. However several 
reasons called in 2003 for maintaining 
specific support for a number of crops. 
Experience gained through the 
implementation of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 together with the evolution 
of the market situation indicates that 
schemes that were kept outside the single 
payment scheme in 2003 can now be 
integrated into that scheme to promote a 
more market-oriented and sustainable 
agriculture. This is the case in particular 
for the olive oil sector, where only 
marginal coupling was applied. It is also 
the case for the durum wheat, protein 
crops, rice, potato starch, and nuts 
payments, where the decreasing 
effectiveness of remaining coupled 
payments, supports the decoupling option. 
In the case of flax it is also appropriate to 
abolish the support for processing and to 
integrate the relevant amounts into the 
single payment scheme. As regards rice, 
dried fodder, potato starch and flax a 
transitional period should be provided for 
in order to ensure their shift to decoupled 
support to be as smooth as possible. As 
regards nuts, Member States should be 
allowed to continue to pay the national 
part of the aid in a coupled way in order 
to cushion the effects of decoupling.

(36) The de-coupling of direct support and 
the introduction of the single payment 
scheme were essential elements in the 
process of reforming the common 
agricultural policy. However several 
reasons called in 2003 for maintaining 
specific support for a number of crops. 
Experience gained through the 
implementation of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 together with the evolution 
of the market situation indicates that 
schemes that were kept outside the single 
payment scheme in 2003 could now, at 
Member States' discretion, be integrated 
into that scheme to promote a more 
market-oriented and sustainable 
agriculture. 
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Or. es

Amendment 229
Véronique Mathieu, Joseph Daul, Pilar Ayuso

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 36

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(36) The de-coupling of direct support and 
the introduction of the single payment 
scheme were essential elements in the 
process of reforming the common 
agricultural policy. However several 
reasons called in 2003 for maintaining 
specific support for a number of crops. 
Experience gained through the 
implementation of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 together with the evolution 
of the market situation indicates that 
schemes that were kept outside the single 
payment scheme in 2003 can now be 
integrated into that scheme to promote a 
more market-oriented and sustainable 
agriculture. This is the case in particular 
for the olive oil sector, where only 
marginal coupling was applied. It is also 
the case for the durum wheat, protein 
crops, rice, potato starch, and nuts 
payments, where the decreasing 
effectiveness of remaining coupled 
payments, supports the decoupling option. 
In the case of flax it is also appropriate to 
abolish the support for processing and to 
integrate the relevant amounts into the 
single payment scheme. As regards rice, 
dried fodder, potato starch and flax a 
transitional period should be provided for 
in order to ensure their shift to decoupled 
support to be as smooth as possible. As 
regards nuts, Member States should be 
allowed to continue to pay the national part 
of the aid in a coupled way in order to 
cushion the effects of decoupling.

(36) The de-coupling of direct support and 
the introduction of the single payment 
scheme were essential elements in the 
process of reforming the common 
agricultural policy. However several 
reasons called in 2003 for maintaining 
specific support for a number of crops. 
Experience gained through the 
implementation of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 together with the evolution 
of the market situation indicates that 
schemes that were kept outside the single 
payment scheme in 2003 can now be 
integrated into that scheme to promote a 
more market-oriented and sustainable 
agriculture. This is the case in particular 
for the olive oil sector, where only 
marginal coupling was applied. It is also 
the case for the durum wheat, rice, potato 
starch, and nuts payments, where the 
decreasing effectiveness of remaining 
coupled payments, supports the decoupling 
option. As regards potato starch and flax a 
transitional period should be provided for 
in order to ensure their shift to decoupled 
support to be as smooth as possible. As 
regards nuts, Member States should be 
allowed to continue to pay the national part 
of the aid in a coupled way in order to 
cushion the effects of decoupling.
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Or. fr

Justification

La suppression des soutiens aux fourrages séchés et aux protéagineux serait dommageable au 
secteur des productions animales car elle risquerait d’entraîner une rupture des 
disponibilités protéiniques dans l’alimentation animale. Enfin, pour ce qui concerne le riz, le 
découplage total de l’aide conduirait à une forte réduction de cette production dans certaines 
zones fragiles de l’Union européenne. Le maintien de cette culture est indispensable pour ces 
régions en raison de l’apport en eau douce qu’elle nécessite, permettant ainsi d’éviter une 
remontée de sel ayant des conséquences néfastes pour l’écosystème.

Amendment 230
Bernadette Bourzai

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 36

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(36) The de-coupling of direct support and 
the introduction of the single payment 
scheme were essential elements in the 
process of reforming the common 
agricultural policy. However several 
reasons called in 2003 for maintaining 
specific support for a number of crops. 
Experience gained through the 
implementation of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 together with the evolution 
of the market situation indicates that 
schemes that were kept outside the single 
payment scheme in 2003 can now be 
integrated into that scheme to promote a 
more market-oriented and sustainable 
agriculture. This is the case in particular 
for the olive oil sector, where only 
marginal coupling was applied. It is also 
the case for the durum wheat, protein 
crops, rice, potato starch, and nuts
payments, where the decreasing 
effectiveness of remaining coupled 
payments, supports the decoupling option. 
In the case of flax it is also appropriate to 
abolish the support for processing and to 
integrate the relevant amounts into the 

(36) The de-coupling of direct support and 
the introduction of the single payment 
scheme were essential elements in the 
process of reforming the common 
agricultural policy. However several 
reasons called in 2003 for maintaining 
specific support for a number of crops. 
Experience gained through the 
implementation of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 together with the evolution 
of the market situation indicates that 
schemes that were kept outside the single 
payment scheme in 2003 can now be 
integrated into that scheme to promote a 
more market-oriented and sustainable 
agriculture. This is the case in particular 
for the olive oil sector, where only 
marginal coupling was applied. It is also 
the case for the durum wheat, rice and
potato starch payments, where the 
decreasing effectiveness of remaining 
coupled payments, supports the decoupling 
option. As regards rice, potato starch and 
flax a transitional period should be 
provided for in order to ensure their shift to 
decoupled support to be as smooth as 
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single payment scheme. As regards rice,
dried fodder, potato starch and flax a 
transitional period should be provided for 
in order to ensure their shift to decoupled 
support to be as smooth as possible. As 
regards nuts, Member States should be 
allowed to continue to pay the national part 
of the aid in a coupled way in order to 
cushion the effects of decoupling.

possible. As regards nuts, Member States 
should be allowed to continue to pay the 
national part of the aid in a coupled way in 
order to cushion the effects of decoupling.

Or. fr

Justification

La position du rapporteur sur les fourrages séchés et les protéagineux est soutenue mais il 
apparaît aussi indispensable de maintenir le régime communautaire spécifique de soutien aux 
fruits à coque tel que décidé en 2003 et mis en place par le règlement CE/1782/200 car cette 
production revêt une importance économique et sociale majeure dans de nombreuses régions 
européennes et traverse encore une situation délicate.

Amendment 231
Véronique Mathieu, Joseph Daul

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 36

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(36) The de-coupling of direct support and 
the introduction of the single payment 
scheme were essential elements in the 
process of reforming the common 
agricultural policy. However several 
reasons called in 2003 for maintaining 
specific support for a number of crops. 
Experience gained through the 
implementation of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 together with the evolution 
of the market situation indicates that 
schemes that were kept outside the single 
payment scheme in 2003 can now be 
integrated into that scheme to promote a 
more market-oriented and sustainable 
agriculture. This is the case in particular 
for the olive oil sector, where only 

(36) The de-coupling of direct support and 
the introduction of the single payment 
scheme were essential elements in the 
process of reforming the common 
agricultural policy. However several 
reasons called in 2003 for maintaining 
specific support for a number of crops. 
Experience gained through the 
implementation of Regulation (EC) 
No 1782/2003 together with the evolution 
of the market situation indicates that 
schemes that were kept outside the single 
payment scheme in 2003 can now be 
integrated into that scheme to promote a 
more market-oriented and sustainable 
agriculture. This is the case in particular 
for the olive oil sector, where only 
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marginal coupling was applied. It is also 
the case for the durum wheat, protein 
crops, rice, potato starch, and nuts
payments, where the decreasing 
effectiveness of remaining coupled 
payments, supports the decoupling option. 
In the case of flax it is also appropriate to 
abolish the support for processing and to 
integrate the relevant amounts into the 
single payment scheme. As regards rice, 
dried fodder, potato starch and flax a 
transitional period should be provided for 
in order to ensure their shift to decoupled 
support to be as smooth as possible. As 
regards nuts, Member States should be 
allowed to continue to pay the national part 
of the aid in a coupled way in order to 
cushion the effects of decoupling.

marginal coupling was applied. It is also 
the case for the durum wheat, protein 
crops, rice and potato starch payments, 
where the decreasing effectiveness of 
remaining coupled payments, supports the 
decoupling option. In the case of flax it is 
also appropriate to abolish the support for 
processing and to integrate the relevant 
amounts into the single payment scheme. 
As regards rice, dried fodder, potato starch 
and flax a transitional period should be 
provided for in order to ensure their shift to 
decoupled support to be as smooth as 
possible. As regards nuts, Member States 
should be allowed to continue to pay the 
national part of the aid in a coupled way in 
order to cushion the effects of decoupling.

Or. fr

Justification

Il est indispensable de maintenir le régime communautaire spécifique de soutien aux Fruits à 
coque. Le présent Amendment vise dès lors à supprimer la référence à la disparition de ce 
dispositif de soutien communautaire spécifique.

Amendment 232
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 37

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(37) As a consequence of the integration of 
new schemes into the single payment 
scheme, provision should be made for the 
calculation of the new level of individual 
income support under that scheme. In the 
case of nuts, potato starch, flax and dried 
fodder, such increase should be granted 
on the basis of the support farmers 
received in most recent years. However, in 
the case of the integration of payments 

(37) As a consequence of the possible 
integration of new schemes into the single 
payment scheme, provision should be 
made for the calculation of the new level of 
individual income support under that 
scheme.
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that were so far partially excluded from 
the single payment scheme, Member 
states should be given the option to use 
the original reference periods.

Or. es

Amendment 233
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 37

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(37) As a consequence of the integration of 
new schemes into the single payment 
scheme, provision should be made for the 
calculation of the new level of individual 
income support under that scheme. In the 
case of nuts, potato starch, flax and dried 
fodder, such increase should be granted on 
the basis of the support farmers received in 
most recent years. However, in the case of 
the integration of payments that were so far 
partially excluded from the single payment 
scheme, Member states should be given the 
option to use the original reference periods.

(37) (37) As a consequence of the 
integration of new schemes into the single 
payment scheme, temporary provision 
should be made for the calculation of the 
new level of individual income support under 
that scheme until 2013. In the case of nuts, 
potato starch and flax, such increase should 
be granted on the basis of the support 
farmers received in most recent years. 
However, in the case of the integration of 
payments that were so far partially excluded 
from the single payment scheme, Member 
states should be given the option to use the 
original reference periods. With effect from 
2014, a single flat-rate direct payment 
scheme should be introduced in all Member 
States.

Or. pl

Justification

Dotychczasowe regulacje dotyczące płatności bezpośrednich nie mają uzasadnienia 
merytorycznego, są sprzeczne z zasadami Unii oraz celami WPR, a także są nieprzejrzyste 
oraz trudne w praktycznym stosowaniu. Wprowadzenie jednolitej stawki ryczałtowej byłoby 
rzeczywistym uproszczeniem prawodawstwa i w większym stopniu niż dotychczasowe 
uregulowania służyłyby zrównoważonemu rozwojowi unijnego rolnictwa.
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Amendment 234
Jan Mulder, Niels Busk

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 37

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(37) As a consequence of the integration of 
new schemes into the single payment 
scheme, provision should be made for the 
calculation of the new level of individual 
income support under that scheme. In the 
case of nuts, potato starch, flax and dried 
fodder, such increase should be granted on 
the basis of the support farmers received in 
most recent years. However, in the case of 
the integration of payments that were so far 
partially excluded from the single payment 
scheme, Member states should be given the 
option to use the original reference periods.

(37) As a consequence of the integration of 
new schemes into the single payment 
scheme, provision should be made for the 
calculation of the new level of individual 
income support under that scheme. In the 
case of nuts, potato starch, flax and dried 
fodder, such increase should be granted on 
the basis of the support farmers received in 
most recent years or production quotas of 
farmers in most recent years. However, in 
the case of the integration of payments that 
were so far partially excluded from the 
single payment scheme, Member states 
should be given the option to use the 
original reference periods.

Or. en

Amendment 235
Bernadette Bourzai

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 37

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(37) As a consequence of the integration of 
new schemes into the single payment 
scheme, provision should be made for the 
calculation of the new level of individual 
income support under that scheme. In the 
case of nuts, potato starch, flax and dried 
fodder, such increase should be granted on 
the basis of the support farmers received in 
most recent years. However, in the case of 
the integration of payments that were so far 
partially excluded from the single payment 
scheme, Member states should be given the 

(37) As a consequence of the integration of 
new schemes into the single payment 
scheme, provision should be made for the 
calculation of the new level of individual 
income support under that scheme. In the 
case of  potato starch and flax, such 
increase should be granted on the basis of 
the support farmers received in most recent 
years. However, in the case of the 
integration of payments that were so far 
partially excluded from the single payment 
scheme, Member states should be given the 
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option to use the original reference periods. option to use the original reference periods.

Or. fr

Justification

La position du rapporteur sur les fourrages séchés est soutenue mais il apparaît aussi 
indipensable de maintenir le régime communautaire spécifique de soutien aux fruits à coque 
tel que décidé en 2003 et mis en place par le règlement CE/1782/200 car cette production 
revêt une importance économique et sociale majeure dans de nombreuses régions 
européennes et traverse encore une situation délicate.

Amendment 236
Véronique Mathieu, Joseph Daul

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 37

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(37) As a consequence of the integration of 
new schemes into the single payment 
scheme, provision should be made for the 
calculation of the new level of individual 
income support under that scheme. In the 
case of nuts, potato starch, flax and dried 
fodder, such increase should be granted on 
the basis of the support farmers received in 
most recent years. However, in the case of 
the integration of payments that were so far 
partially excluded from the single payment 
scheme, Member states should be given the 
option to use the original reference periods.

(37) As a consequence of the integration of 
new schemes into the single payment 
scheme, provision should be made for the 
calculation of the new level of individual 
income support under that scheme. In the 
case of potato starch, flax and dried fodder, 
such increase should be granted on the 
basis of the support farmers received in 
most recent years. However, in the case of 
the integration of payments that were so far 
partially excluded from the single payment 
scheme, Member states should be given the 
option to use the original reference periods.

Or. fr

Justification

Il est indispensable de maintenir le régime communautaire spécifique de soutien aux Fruits à 
coque. Le présent Amendment vise dès lors à supprimer la référence à la disparition de ce 
dispositif de soutien communautaire spécifique.
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Amendment 237
Rosa Miguélez Ramos, María Isabel Salinas García, Alejandro Cercas

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 37 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(37a) Attention should be drawn to the 
situation as regards support for tobacco 
producers, a sector in which experience 
shows that it is advisable to extend 
coupled support until 2013 in order to 
avoid serious socio-economic 
repercussions in certain regions and 
better prepare producers for the transition 
to the new scheme.

Or. es

Amendment 238
Constantin Dumitriu

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 38

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(38) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
established specific support for energy 
crops with a view to assisting the sector to 
develop. Due to the recent developments 
in the bio-energy sector and, in particular, 
to the strong demand for such products on 
international markets and the 
introduction of binding targets for the 
share of bio-energy in total fuel by 2020 
there is no longer sufficient reason to 
grant specific support for energy crops.

Deleted 

Or. ro

Justification

Consideram pozitiv principiul Comisiei de intarire a securitatii alimentare, dar propunerea 
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va conduce la diminuarea materiei prime necesare industriei de procesare care reprezinta o 
alternativa economica si sociala viabila de dezvoltare pentru spatiul rural; dezvoltarile 
curente din productia vegetala si industria de resort creeaza, de asemenea, un ansamblu 
sustenabil pentru protectia mediului, nu trebuie sa uitam de protocolul de la Kyoto si de 
angajamentele asumate de catre UE in urma cu 2 ani. Din statisticile EUROSTAT in anul 
2007 din potentialul UUA al Uniunii de 182,1 milioane hectare, cele 2,7 milioane ce au fost 
integrate (în 2007) in schema de plata pentru culturi energetice reprezinta numai 1,48 %; mai 
mult pentru fermierii din noile state membre care aplică phasing-in acest ajutor reprezintă 
50% din sprijinul lor direct.

Amendment 239
Elisabeth Jeggle

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 38

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(38) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
established specific support for energy 
crops with a view to assisting the sector to 
develop. Due to the recent developments in 
the bio-energy sector and, in particular, to 
the strong demand for such products on 
international markets and the introduction 
of binding targets for the share of bio-
energy in total fuel by 2020 there is no 
longer sufficient reason to grant specific 
support for energy crops.

(38) Regulation (EC) No 1782/2003 
established specific support for energy 
crops with a view to assisting the sector to 
develop. Due to the recent developments in 
the bio-energy sector and, in particular, to 
the strong demand for such products on 
international markets and the introduction 
of binding targets for the share of bio-
energy in total fuel by 2020 there is no 
longer sufficient reason to grant specific 
coupled support for energy crops. 
Accordingly, the amounts for this purpose 
should in future be incorporated into the 
single farm payment scheme.

Or. de

Amendment 240
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 41

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(41) The Act of Accession of the Czech (41) The Act of Accession of the Czech 
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Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, 
Slovenia and Slovakia and the Act of 
Accession of Bulgaria and Romania 
provided that the farmers in the new 
Member States will receive direct 
payments, following a phasing-in 
mechanism.

Republic, Estonia, Cyprus, Latvia, 
Lithuania, Hungary, Malta, Poland, 
Slovenia and Slovakia and the Act of 
Accession of Bulgaria and Romania 
provided that the farmers in the new 
Member States will receive direct 
payments, following a phasing-in 
mechanism.  These payments should be 
calculated on the basis of a single flat rate 
in all Member States.

Or. pl

Justification

Dotychczasowe regulacje dotyczące płatności bezpośrednich nie mają uzasadnienia 
merytorycznego, są sprzeczne z zasadami Unii oraz celami WPR, a także są nieprzejrzyste 
oraz trudne w praktycznym stosowaniu. Wprowadzenie jednolitej stawki ryczałtowej byłoby 
rzeczywistym uproszczeniem prawodawstwa i w większym stopniu niż dotychczasowe 
uregulowania służyłyby zrównoważonemu rozwojowi unijnego rolnictwa.

Amendment 241
Witold Tomczak, Janusz Wojciechowski, Zdzisław Zbigniew Podkański, Gintaras 
Didžiokas, Andrzej Tomasz Zapałowski

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 44

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(44) As a consequence of the phasing in of 
direct payments in the new Member States 
the Acts of Accession provided for a 
framework to allow new Member States to 
pay complementary national direct 
payments. The conditions for granting 
such payments should be laid down.

(44) As a consequence of the phasing in of 
direct payments in the new Member States 
the Acts of Accession provided for a 
framework to allow new Member States to 
pay complementary national direct 
payments. These complementary 
payments should be abolished and the 
new payments calculated on the basis of a 
single flat rate in all Member States.

Or. pl

Justification

Dotychczasowe regulacje dotyczące płatności bezpośrednich nie mają uzasadnienia 
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merytorycznego, są sprzeczne z zasadami Unii oraz celami WPR, a także są nieprzejrzyste 
oraz trudne w praktycznym stosowaniu. Wprowadzenie jednolitej stawki ryczałtowej byłoby 
rzeczywistym uproszczeniem prawodawstwa i w większym stopniu niż dotychczasowe 
uregulowania służyłyby zrównoważonemu rozwojowi unijnego rolnictwa.

Amendment 242
Giovanna Corda

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 50a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment

(50a) In view of the recent turbulence on 
the world market that has rocked the 
European Union,  it is vital to implement 
new instruments in order to better balance 
the markets, and especially to ensure that 
all human beings can feed themselves in 
dignity. Besides this, given that the 
European Union’s in-depth knowledge of 
agricultural policy must be transferred to 
the least developed countries to enable 
them to boost production and guard 
against market turbulence, the possibility 
should be afforded of creating a genuine 
policy of exchanges with farmers from 
those countries to enable their inclusion 
in EU training programmes. It is 
therefore important, to that end, to 
increase world supply by promoting 
competitive and environmentally-friendly 
agriculture.

Or. fr
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